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Letters & Reaction to Issue #1
SUMMARY: 20,000 copies of TAA #1 were printed in late 2004. They
were distributed in Kirksville, Springfield, and Columbia in Missouri.
They were also distributed in Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia, the
Carolinas, Florida, New York, Minnesota, California and a number of
other states. Not all fifty, but probably more than half. Copies were
mailed to 100 radio hosts and numerous columnists. The distributions
resulted in a fair amount of controlled-media coverage, including two or
three tv reports in Tampa; a way-over-the-top column by a Columbia
Tribune nutjob (more in a moment) and a mention in the L.A. Times.
More on reaction in a moment, but first some letters.
Dear Mr. Linder:
First of all I would like to congratulate you for creating an alternate source of
media. Media in our country has become very biased, and we as a people
need more free unbiased sources of news to tell our people the truth. I would,
however, like to emphasize the importance of that. The truth. By creating a
source of journalistic material that you propagate to the masses it is important you remember the goal of journalism itself. To tell the American people
the facts, the best you know them. You know the facts. You know that the
media in this country is not controlled by people of the Jewish faith, and you
know that they have virtually no effect on the aryan race. I agree that we are
lied to by our media, but by you making a newsource that just tells more lies
to support your point of view, you are not acomplishing anything. If you were
to post or print articles with hard sources to back you up that proved these
things you claim about Jews, then maybe you would get things changed. But
by printing movie and book reviews about how much the work supported the
jewish faith and should be banned, or printing stories about how you are
unable to say certain things about members of the jewish faith because they
may get offended, you are just making people angry at you and your not solving your percieved problem. I don't ask you to stop producing the vanguard
news, nor do I ask you to stop what your working for. All I ask is you back it
up with the truth. Post your sources. Back up the reasons for saying the
things you say in your editorials with hard facts. Your first and only objective
is to tell your readers the truth so that they make their own opinion,
not to tell them your opinion supported by false information. You owe
it to the people to tell them the truth. -- Chris Waller

Hey Alex, I got a copy of the Vanguard news in Stony Brook University. I gotta
say it's amazing. Don't tell anybody though that I said that, cause then I'll be
killed by the predominant Stony Brook jews.
I'm an Indo-Aryan (Indian Aryan) and believed everything in that newspaper.
I would like to share some of my views with you. I think the best example of
Jewish control of America is the Chess Legend Bobby Fischer incident.That
man is completely innocent, but because of the Jews he is currently in a
Japanese prison. Here is the Bobby Fischer site that I always go to. Mention
it in your newspaper if you haven't already done so:
http://home.att.ne.jp/moon/fischer/ .
I'm gonna be completely honest with you. As an Indian (Asian) male, I was
not taught hatred. But when I came here I had to learn it to deal with the filthy
jews, hispanics and blacks. However, the frustrating thing is, if you're in place
like Stony Brook, NY, you gotta say yes and believe in everything the jews,
liberals believe. There is no other way out. If you say something anti-Jewish
then you're destined to fall. I've never seen a pro-Jewish country like USA in
my life. I hope europe is different. But I gotta give you credit, at least I know
now that not everybody is forced to convert into Judaic philosophy. Bye.
Keep up the work.
Ed.: Thanks for confirmation. We’re aware of Fischer. No suprise that a
man hyperskilled in situational analysis immediately goes to the root of
the problem - the jew.

My name is D.A. Hänks, and I am a WN author. I have recently released a
new White Patriot novel titled, Patriot Act, “a novel of resistance," and am trying to advertise it. I was wondering if you will be accepting paid advertising
in your new publication. If so, I would love to get in on the ground floor, and
start advertising the book with VNN. There are some overviews of it on my
website, www.patriotpublications.com Thank you,
Doug
www.patriotpublications.com
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From...”Tabloid degrades minorities” By Whitney McFerron (12/02/04): Many
students waiting in line to see Ralph Nader Wednesday night got a nasty
[editorializing] surprise when a local white supremacist distributed tabloids
promoting anti-Semitism.
Kirksville resident Alex Linder, founder of the anti-Semitic Vanguard News
Network, produced and distributed "The Aryan Alternative" to the unsuspecting students. Linder said he already had left about 50 copies of the tabloid in
various campus locations, including the library, a magazine rack outside the
Center of Student Involvement and a Student Union men's bathroom. He
also said he posted the 12-page paper on several parked cars outside a
Kirksville High School performance of "Fiddler on the Roof."
Senior Benjamin Kort, president of University Hillel, the campus Jewish
group, said Linder and his organization have mentioned University Hillel [lie]
in the paper. Kort said he is not necessarily afraid of Linder but said he is
uneasy about what could result from the ideas he promotes.
"My main concern is that it will lead to inciting words, which could lead to
action," Kort said. [Hillel tells its members to say this. Jews believe that any
criticism of jews is inherently invalid and should be outlawed as “hate.” They
have spent the last two decades trying to separate “hate” and “free” speech
in the public mind with the aim of canceling the first amendment while keeping the words.]
In a front-page letter, Linder offers free bundles of the tabloid for distribution.
Kort said he hopes students will not pursue the offer. "I would hope that students would ignore it and not take part in it," Kort said. "Even if you don't
agree with a certain religion [sic - judaism is a racial mafia, not a middle-eastern version of Baptism or Catholicism] or think it is wrong for
them to believe in that way, it is still their right to believe that..." ... [The
objection is to jewish behavior.]
Dawn McKee, the choreographer of the KHS production, said antiSemitic tabloids were placed on parked cars Nov. 19 and 20. "Friday
there were a little bit, but not much," McKee said. "Then the man
came back and put them on every car on Saturday night." McKee said
she thinks the show's subject drew anti-Semitic attention. "Fiddler on
the Roof" deals with Jewish persecution in Russia at the turn of the
last century. [TAA deals with White persecution in America at the turn
of this century.]
"This wouldn't have happened if the students were doing 'The Sound
of Music' or 'Oklahoma,'" McKee said. [Wrong.]

Even though I find the writing in your paper to be blindly one-sided,
out of context and humorous, I don't totally disagree with everything
in it. What I do disagree in is the "blanket" hatred and segregation of
any one race or religion. That is why I'll never subscribe to your teachings. There are bad apples in every group - whites, blacks, asian,
christians etc. and I'll never blame the problems of the world on one
group of people. I put your newspaper alongside the other tabloids for
people that have no will and thoughts of their own to be brainwashed
by others. -- [Anonymous - Kirksville]

L.A. TIMES (2/13/05): Last fall, residents of Columbia, Mo., awoke to find
the Aryan Alternative - a new tabloid promising "uncensored news for
whites" - next to the Sunday paper on their driveways.

We passed out papers not just at “Fiddler” but outside a Nader speech at
Truman State University (Kirksville). To the paper was stapled a two-page letter Nader wrote to the ADL, pointing up some of its hypocrisy re treatment of
native Palestinians. This led to two articles in the Truman campus paper, and
a story on the student cable news channel...some snippets:

Greetings Alex-

Ed.: What you see on tv comes straight out of a jewish mind.
What you see in Iraq comes straight off the jewish agenda.
Check out govnn.com, specifically the “Terror Timeline” at the
top for full documentation of all claims. The jews aren’t what you
think they are. They are much less a religion than a racial crime
syndicate. Whining and extracting money are pretty much all
they do. In fact, jews do control the media, and jews such as Ben
Stein and Neal Gabler have written books saying so. For a starter
fact, try “jews founded the NAACP.” We assert it - you check up
and see if we’re lying. Hint: we don’t lie. We don’t need to. We
just print the facts and draw the conclusions.

Ed: It is illogical to conclude that because one cat and dog get
along, cats and dogs are generally compatible. They aren’t, and
neither are blacks and Whites. Is it hate to point out that blacks
commit 1.5 million crimes a year against Whites? Or that 90% of interracial crime is black-on-White? Are Whites “haters” because they move
away from blacks to avoid being preyed on? Was Thomas Jefferson a
“hate” president because he said that “the two races, equally free, cannot live in the same government”? Is it a “hate” crime to observe that
blacks destroy White neighborhoods, as millions of Whites have
learned to their chagrin? Are we “haters” for observing that we didn’t
have these problems before jewish tyrants in the name of “civil rights”
destroyed the Constitutionally guaranteed free association that
allowed us to protect ourselves by segregating our schools and communities from black predators? We are not haters, we are the victims of
hate - the hate of the jew.

ish war today’s Tevyes are trying to draft those actors to go die in the
minute they graduate. Whatever we did, only a jew would call hate.

McKee said school employees learned about the anti-Semitic paper
distribution before the intermission on the second night. She said
someone made an announcement to the audience during the break
while some students removed the papers. McKee said someone
called the police, but nothing could be done because the man responsible had not broken the law. [I heard the dispatcher tell the cop the
distribution was OK because it was on public ground. One of few factual statements in the entire article.]

Ed.: Yes, we do, we’ll give you this one free. Check it out, readers. If
you’re interested in advertising, writing, or distributing write me at alinder@kvmo.net . HST’s dead. Are you his successor?
Hello,
I was at the Kirksville Middle School when you or someone representing
your paper placed your newsletter on some of the cars during the showing of
'Fiddler on the Roof'.
I don't think many people were there to learn the plight of the poor
jews, but simply to see their sons/daughters or friends perform.
The kids there worked very hard to put on a great performance for you
to sneak by and try and ruin their months of hard work. I notice you only
placed flyers on cars at the side of the building, and none in the
front where you might be seen. For that matter, why weren't you there to
hand them out in person? I'm sure a vast majority of the crowd would be
interested in kicking your ass across the parking lot instead of embracing
your ideals.
Your type of propaganda is aimed to anger the people you are attacking
- the jews. Unfortunately for you, I don't think very many jews were at that
play, so all your newsletter did was create a laugh for some and made others actually think about the story the 'Fiddler' was trying to convey.
I read most of the newsletter, and I found some it hilarious that
anyone can have such a blindsided view of the world to actually believe any
of what you printed had the least amount of truth to it.
This is the 21st century. I don't care about the jews plight, the
aryans or anyone else except my own. Although I respect your right to say,
print or believe what you will, I think that night only hindered your 'cause'.
Next time, pick on adult activities and locations, not high school kids
- jeez ...
Ed.: Passing out a newspaper is “picking on” people? If you actually
paid attention inside you might have noticed that the whole point of
“Fiddler” is a racist jew’s complaining his daughters are marrying dirty
Kirksville types. Are you irony-proof?. While brainwashed Aryan kids
celebrated jewish racism inside, we put out some facts about the jew-

Sherri Palmer, associate professor of psychology, is Jewish and
helped with the play as a cultural consultant. She said that although
their words are offensive, anti-Semitists are protected under the First
Amendment. ... Palmer said the high school students involved in the play
were upset that their play was used as a forum for anti-Semitic reactions.
"They said that they were going to have a bonfire with [the papers], that the
kids were all excited about it, and they had it all ready," Palmer said. "It
turned out the police took most of the fliers, so they didn't have that many,
and there wasn't enough to constitute a bonfire." [After reading this jewess’
comment, I went to the police station and spoke to the chief and one of his
men. They denied picking up any papers and expressed great disdain for
general accuracy of Index reporting. So somebody is lying here, whether the
jewess, who after all comes from a race notorious for the practice, or perhaps
brainwashed editorialist-masquerading-as-reporter McFerron.]
Palmer said some students saw the man responsible for the tabloids while
removing them from windshields. "One of the students said the scary thing is
that he seemed just like a normal guy doing it," Palmer said. ... Although she
has faced forms of persecution [sic] all of her life, Palmer said she had not
felt openly victimized in Kirksville until now. She said that although negative
racial sentiments may be rare, racism still is a problem. ... "I think the only
way you can say racism is not a problem is if you haven't seen it right in your
face or you're not noticing it," Palmer said.
Ed.: The jew is “vicitimized” by a paper containing criticism of jews?
Then we must be victims of the fear and hatred exhibited by brainwashed “reporter” McFerron. There has been a great campaign these
last few decades to persuade Americans that jews are victims who
deserve special consideration, rather than the liars and bullies history
proves them to be. The campaign has succeeded. Today, high school
kids in the heartland celebrate jewish heritage and disdain their own. In
fact, they are all but entirely ignorant of their own, and what they do
know ain’t so. You take the last 1000 kids to graduate from KHS, and I’ll
guarantee you that every single one can tell you who Anne Frank is.
And I’ll guarantee you that no more than 10 can tell you anything substantial about John Calhoun and his meaning in American history.
Public education is child abuse. It is brainwashing. White kids are
taught that White Christians are the most dangerous and despicable
people on earth, responsible for all manner of historical crimes. When
they read the truth in something like TAA, they naturally want to burn
it. Hey, kids! Don’t be suckered: Join the army = Die for Israel.
The Truman Index also printed an editorial with this bit of wisdom: The free
distribution of newspapers that feature hate speech and graphic pictures
doesn't show a responsible use of free speech, just as anti-Semitic fliers
won't cultivate an open discussion.
[Cont’d on 15]
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“[T]he two races, equally free, cannot live in the same government.” -- Thomas Jefferson
They’re the ones you never read about, ‘cause they don’t fit The Agenda. We call ‘em

HUSH CRIMES
by Craig Cobb
IF YOU'VE NOTICED THAT THE COLOREDS
WALKING DOWN THE STREET STARING AND
GLARING AT YOU AREN'T NECESSARILY THE
FRIENDLIEST FACES IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE...YOU JUST MIGHT HAVE WHAT IT
TAKES TO SAVE YOUR WHITE SKIN.
Welcome to the New World Order. No more nice, white, middle-class society of order and beauty. That’s “whitebread,”
says Talmudvision, and we need to “keep it real.” Except it’s
not multicultural utopia dawning, but the blood-red sun of
dystopia: a global dictatorship presided over by jews, with
White people mixed and murdered out of existence.
Crimes like the ten below happen every single day of the
year to people just like you, in neighborhoods just like yours.
How come you don’t hear about them? The reason is simple. They prove that integration doesn’t work. And the govermedia will do anything to keep Whites from
realizing and acting on that fact.

#1. The Bloody Brothers Carr
On December 14, 2000, the Carr brothers home-invaded a
Wichita, Kansas, townhouse. Five whites in their twenties
were inside. The two blacks, armed with but a single smallcaliber handgun between them, forced the young adults to
screw each other various ways including
homosexually for the
amusement of their
negro captors. Tiring
of this game, the
Africans then raped
and doggie-raped the
human women, over and over. Then they forced the kids to
withdraw cash from ATMs. Finally, they drove the mice to a
snowy, frozen cornfield and, one by one, shot them in the
head. One male dispatchee at death’s cusp remembered
his public-skool mindwashing and cried out, in supplication:

By the way, clubbers: V.D.-infected Reggie Carr used to
haunt Wichita hip-hop bars seeking wiggeresses. Maybe,
YOU'LL meet your very own bad-boy boogaboo in such a
place, White girls! If you go with it, maybe you'll get what you
deserve. Just remember the Bloody Carr Brothers of
Wichita. They’ll take you from tapping ass to taps in a heartbeat. Oh yeah, beotch!
#2. Bandito Meatpackers In Nebraska Love Their
Slaughterwork
Jesse James never robbed banks like this. On Sept. 26,
2002, four spicish invaders -- Jose Sandoval, Jorge
Galindo, Erick Fernando Vela, and Gabriel Rodriguez -killed five people in a Norfolk,
Nebraska, bank robbery. Cops
caught the fleeing fiesta by tracing the "On-Star" satellite system
in the stolen ride. In Nebraska,
Rodriguez
Missouri and she-wigger
Iowa, we are
desperate and dying for beaners to work
in meatpacking, you see. Have a look at
imported butcher Gabriel Rodriguez and
his wiggeress.

Open Season on Whites...

Instead, you’ll hear endlessly in the controlled media about “hate crimes,” which is
nothing but an ADL-created political category meant to demonize white males. What
the Judenpresse publicizes as ‘hate crimes’ amounts to a
few thousand cases a year, most of which are nonviolent -semitically incorrect grafitti or angry words.
What the jew-controlled media deliberately keep from you
are what we have coined ‘hush crimes’: violent crimes committed by coloreds against whites that go unreported by the
jews controlling the media. These crimes -- these HUSH
CRIMES -- number from one to two million each year. Get
that? A HANDFUL of nonviolent THOUGHT CRIMES are
made by the jews producing the media to outweigh MILLIONS of VIOLENT CRIMES. The jews who produced the
so-called civil rights revolution that uncaged the nigger don’t
want civilized white people to know the cost of their PETAstyle terrorism.
Still think jews controlling the media is a joke? If so, it’s a
joke with violent, indeed GENOCIDAL, consequences.
Because when a problem can’t be named, it can’t be
addressed. And when it can’t be addressed, it can’t be fixed.
As demographics shift, this problem-that-jews-won’t-allowus-to-name-and-fix is not getting better, it’s getting worse -a lot worse.
A White man in 2005 America is 50 times likelier to be
attacked by a black than is a black by a white. That’s straight
from the Justice Department’s statistics. And they’re slanted. Against Whites.
The real situation is even worse.
You’ve heard endlessly about dragged James Byrd. But if
over 90% of violent interracial crime is black-on-White, how
come you can’t name a SINGLE white victim of nigger crime
-- besides someone you know?
The Aryan Alternative herewith gives you ten colored-onWhite hellwhirls that never merited more than local media
coverage, because the victims and the perps didn’t fit The
Agenda:

#3. Beautiful Actress Erased by Black Trash
"The next person I see, I'm going to just hit them," Ashley Evans, 18, said she
told the group of seven who she was on the prowl with Jan. 27, after the boys
commented on how she and 14-year-old Tatiana McDonald "didn't fight or do
anything."

"Oh no, please, Sir, don't!"
-- before taking his bullet to the brain. He was too respectful of the Holy Nigger even to defend himself from the predator at the cost of his life.
Reggie Carr then drove over the five prone, bleeding victims
on the way out -- just to be sure.
We know these details only because one of the women, "H,"
was wearing a barrette that happened to deflect her bullet's
velocity enough that she survived. She walked naked
through the snow to a farmhouse a mile away. The 911
operator told her she didn't have to relay the entire story,
that the police were on the way. But "H" wanted it all on tape
in case she expired from the lead in her head.
The Carr story never made it 50 miles from Wichita. The
jews at the AP doused it quick. When Matt Hale is falsely
“linked” to a murder investigation, it gets flashed over the
wires, and picked up by virtually every daily in the country;
when multiple whites get done in by vicious killer nigs, the
dailies just yawn. And the AP “reporter” does everything he
can to play down race in the increasingly rare cases in
which he doesn’t simply omit it.
The nearby Kansas City Star has given more column inches to adorable "Fluffy, the lost dog" than to "H" and the five
White murder victims of the Bloody Carr Congoids. (Excuse
us, six. The Carr niggers also killed a White cellist with the
Wichita Symphony Orchestra a few days earlier...well, technically she lingered, paralyzed, for a few weeks before
dying. We don’t suppose we need to tell you the cellist was
White.)

"We then seen Nicole, her fiance and the other couple," Evans said in the
statement to police. "They were extremely happy, so that made me even
angrier."

Model playwright and
aspiring actress Nicole
DuFresne of Brooklyn by
way
of
Wayzata,
Minnesota, was leaving a
fashionable nightspot at
3:15 in the morning when a
pair of teenage beastgirls,
bothered by her smile, provoked a fight in which one
of their shiftless males
used his illegal gun to murder her. Niggers are like
that. You can’t get nothin’
out of ‘em, ‘cuz ain’t nothin’
in ‘em.

They didn’t like her smile.

America’s a crazy place, if
you think about it. You
can’t drive in your car without a seatbelt. But useless, violent, ugly, destructive niggers are permitted to run free.
#4. The Drag Unheard
In late January, 2005, a young White man in Darlington
County (S.C.) was buying a soft drink from a vending
machine when he was kidnapped by two mudmen, Gregory
Lamont McKay, 27, and Kenny Smith, 39. The White was
struck on the head, robbed, taken to a field, chained to his
own pickup truck by his legs, and dragged. He stated to
police that while chaining him to the truck, the ‘boos reveled
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in yelling racial slurs at him, bellicosely blustering and grunting that his White honkiness was the reason for the dragging. In the local press, the victim was identified as "a 26
year old Hartsville man."
Simian Smith was later arrested on a bus fleeing to niggersweethome Chicago, a densely populated, lakeside natural
habitat for the black silverback. No hate crime charges
needed. On "Neo's Zion Mixed Dancefloor," in the Jew
Occupied Government, right is wrong, down is up, yesterday is today, black is White and Whites are the nowhere
wraiths tribe, flitting and roaming a nihilistic Phantom Zone
antipode from where "real people," "the vaunted," "the precious," "the planetary imported" inhere...from where our
overlord "People of Color" disgustedly deign to gaze down
upon us. Unplug yourself from the Jewtrix, White volk.
#5. Newlywed Bank Teller Slain by Jungle Animals
A gorilla troop of four
burst into a Tulsa,
Oklahoma, bank on June
22nd, 2004, and shot
beautiful redheaded bank
teller Amber Rogers
straight into her chest, ripping a spinning bullet
shard through her aorta.
A newlywed, Amber had
These useless niggers...
complied completely with
the jungle jumpers' demands. Her death sentence was levelled because her exquisite beauty represented to the predabeasts all that they genetically were not. Not having time to
stop and defile her,
they relieved themselves via a baser act,
one even more satiating to their actual evolutionary dispositions:
butchery.
Such are the daily battles of Our People in
this taboo-to-be-mentioned racial competition for survival. We
are in a war. Whites
...murdered
who are too cowed or
this beautiful young woman.
comfortable to speak
the despicable truth concerning racial competitions for
money, sex and power -- for our women's very eggs and
DNA -- deserve to be scorned. It is a primary, fundamental
duty of males of every
race to protect their
women. Instead of
watching
nog-ball,
White
man,
or
hoodooing it up in your
local Mau Mau signifyin' and bobbin' Bantu
bar, why not at least
have the buckup to
keep your eye, mind,
and manly biological watchfulness on Dark Continent-genre
niggero mayhem? Maybe you can save the next Amber
Rogers so that she can buy enough time in our Multi Cult
inferno to create a few beautiful White children.

Integration
=
GENOCIDE

of Smyrna, Delaware, state
prisoner, bluegum Scott Miller,
doing 699 years for raping eight
Wilmington women and kidnapping a ninth.
In between boisterous zoolike
jive -- histrionic exhibitions of
traditional Afro culture similar to
the average auditory monkeyshine harangue you have to
endure blasting outta cars at any street corner stoplight in
Hip Hop abomiNation -- he raped Cassandra. Finally, after
seven hours, a sharpshooter managed to crawl through the
prison’s suspended ceiling, and pop Miller's nappy coconut
from above.
Nowadays, Miss Arnold tosses
back a lot of scrip before she
can clamp the lid on the female
emotional pain and angst. What
message does Cassandra have
for America's legions of distracted sports fans out there today?
"I want people to know there are lot more of me out there,"
Arnold said, "and this horror could happen to them."
#7. Aphrodite Assassinated by African
Athletic and Aphrodite-like 21year-old
University
of
Nebraska soccer captain
Jenna Cooper had it all until
continentally displaced savage
Lucky Iromnuanya, after crashing a party and being accused
of swiping some shot glasses,
shot and severed this Aryan
paragon’s carotid artery. The
local weeping Mary columnist
Lucky
said Jenna had simply been in
the wrong place at the wrong time (i.e., anywhere near a
nigger). When White Nationalist Internet writers turned up
the fact that the columnist had himself imported a brace of
Dravidian femmes from India,
and suggested he ought to buy
them hair straightener to help
his “We Are The World” pets
get their smooth on like the
enticing she-nogs of this niggermania’d nation...well, just
about the entire state of
Nebraska fit out in a midwestern, brimstone access of righteousness unseen since John
Dead
Brown. All good people know
that it is one thing to murder someone, but unspeakably
worse to discuss it. Especially if the murderer is a manimal,
and the victim a human. No, what we do here in the midwest, for it is our way, is to gather in pointless vigils, led by
a queer priest, and light candles, and pray down the “senseless violence.” We find this makes ever so much more
sense than analyzing, judging and acting.
Yes, one has to be quick-witted to keep up with America's
NWO-morphing morality, whereby thoughtful expression is
more dastardly, even, than an unlucky weekend duckshoot
against the haole.

#6. Are You Majoring in Death by Chocolate?
Ever asked a young woman in college what her major is? It
seems these days as if you have about a thirty percent
chance of hearing one of JOG/ZOG's light-absorbing growth
industries: criminal science,
criminal forensics, criminal
law, criminal sociology, criminal reform, criminal behavior
of every ilk, ad nauseam.
Pretty Cassandra Arnold's
speciality was "abnormal
psychology." Her White
maternal instincts had been
twisted by America's radicalleftist schools, and that's
how she ended up a hostage

On the bright side, Lucky's young best bro, Afri-alien Aroun
Phaisan, got to avoid arrest and keep his director's position
at the local federal "shovelling dollars to shitheads" program, "Youth and Community Together," even after driving
Iromnuanya away from the scene and chatting 'bout the
evening's birdshoot. You might be forgiven for thinking
there’s not much a colored can do to a human these days
and not get away with it.
#8. Slanty Pantyman Responsible for 19-Year-Old
Beauty’s Disappearance?
Smug yobo Sung Koo Kim is accused of having 3,000 pairs
of stolen women's underwear. It’s also suspect in the disappearance of Brooke Wilberger. Kim's bail has been reduced
from 10 million dollars to 5 million dollars. Do you think the

cops and court think he just might be guilty?
Bill Oh'Really and the Faux
News sound and light
show briefly allude to this
highly valued immigrant's
sordid tale now and then -just for the titillation factor.
Kim's M.O. was to hang
out around White girls'
apartment buildings and
dorm laundry rooms while
running his oriental candid
camera.
Investigators even caught him with a special memento:
washing machine lint he himself bagged up and labelled
from Brooke's laundry room. Wouldn't that be a treasured
token of imaginary-lover affection for any young man to
own? Lurid lint
keepsakes
and
honky-girl
VIDS
with secret underthe-skirt closeups.
No doubt a big hit
with the Kwa's rainbow as well as with
our
native-born
crack
cokers.
Maybe our Jooz
will start shrinkwrapping
White
girls’ undies like
smoked Kosher jerky, along with a racy film provenance:
blonde? redhead? blue eyes? green eyes? 19, 16, 14,
12...and start hawking them on QVC , or VH1; get R. Kelly
to do the promos.
Sung Koo Kim's dad is a doctor, so apart from his vaunted,
almost untouchable "diverse" status, and the general contempt in which Koreans hold Caucasian-American chumps
(who but chumps would let their entire civilization be handed over without even a mousy pipsqueak?), Kim also likely
feels economically superior to our middle and lower middle
classes. He was caught with 40,000 violent pictures of tortured, raped and mutilated women and 4,000 pornographic
and violent videos. That's a lotta gigagbytes, hard drives,
and action films. But precious good citizen Kim was willing
to expend the cash, living large, eyeing the trusting babes in
neo-Weimar lily land.
#9. Gang-Raped by Niggers She Asked for a Ride
They killed what they found. So said the police spokesman.
And gang-raped a 17-year-old White girl -- all while wearing
rubber gloves (indicating
premeditation), after the
murders and after the girl
had accepted a ride to
Kansas City from them.
Fifteen bucks participated in the gang rape in a
vacant house. There
was so much semen
mixed up in the teenager's vagina that no DNA
test could sort one
rapist's
fluid
from
another's.
Do
you
REALLY want THAT
much diversity, White
girls?

No photos
available
due to
unseemly
racial implications.

The predanog posse had
driven from Kansas City
to St. Joseph, Missouri, a
distance of 50 miles, and
kicked in the door of a house in which their rival druggie
‘groids used to nest. Unfortunately, those nigs had gone; a
White couple with three children had moved in. Instead of
just going away mad, the Kansas City groids killed what
they found. Danny Watson Jr. and Dawn Thornton perished
by shotgun blasts. They were average-looking people, as
are most of us - not rich or beautiful or salable. But that's not
the reason their photos are gone. Local media in smaller
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communities often bury photos of non-White perps and
White victims in order to subvert natural seething undercurrents of animosity and self-protective instincts. Thus, these
young adults' images are down the "teaching the world to
sing in perfect harmony" memory hole.
By some fateful reprieve, all three of Danny and Dawn's children had been sleeping over at their grandparents on the
killing night. Will Danny and Dawn's little children be imbued
with racially consciousness and caution? Or will they be frivolously fantasied with the notion that we are all Gawd's children?
#10. Child Genius Gang-Raped by Birmingham
Niggers
In March of 1999, Brittany Benefield, a 14-year-old redheaded genius, was accepted into the University of
Alabama at Birmingham. Brittany's first day of university
was in the spring, just after she turned 15. For some bizarre
reason (slavish perq tittilation of the vaunted nogs on the
team?) Brittany was
housed in a dorm
containing many varsity football players.
In Alabama -- as
everywhere -- that
means negros. And
‘groids think all White
women and girls are
ho’s. So it wasn't long
before a junglebunny
breaved his muskysmelling smooveness
on little genius White
girl Brittany in the
dorm
elevator.
"Whussup, shorty?",
quoth
Mistah
Smoove. Before the
night was ended,
Brittany had been
cajoled into helping
the poor thickbrow
with his class assignment. By imbibing her with a beer -- she'd never before had
a drink of alcohol -- and by its sheer rottweiler beefiness and
earthy gro "get-downness," the black beasty got into the little girl's vagina that very night.

Fifteen-yearold gangrape victims
don't get
their photos
published in
the paper.

But Brittany's dark "love" story didn't end with one
encounter. No, blackie has a ten-thousand-year+ historical
tradition of tribally capturing and plundering the female.
Over time, Brittany got passed around to one oranootan
team member after another -- and then she went on to the
bassetball predaboos. Whereas White men generally recognize and honor a child's right to be a child, the rapacious
rangutan seeks only to relieve itself, sure in its dangerous
testosterone count, doglike animalistic abandon, and faster
patellar reflex that it can impress and impregnate any egg
carrier whose path it crosses. Then it moves on, its built-in
biological strategy to impel its essence into the future by
boom, boom, rat-a-tat-tail repetition of the act.
Brittany's parents have sued the University of AlabamaBirmingham for 80 million dollars. More White promise has
been laid to waste - an additional benefit of which the nigs
of Alabama who participated in ravishing Brittany's femininity are demonically proud. After all, that's why they came to
this planet, death-wreaking predatory biomachines that they
are.
All White parents should strive to determine that the schools
to which they send their precious daughters have as few
affirmative-actioned simians as possible. Better yet, send
your girl to university in Kiev or Norway or Estonia. To do
otherwise, you might as well hold her arms and legs while
the blacks perform their ceremonial tribal gang rapes.
Yes, cruising, concupiscent congoids are all about in the
realm, enthralled under every set of headphones, their Zulu
cacophony throbbing. Thanks to Big Jew, their so-called hiphop’s the reigning quasi-religion of Caucasian kids. The ethnic cleansing of America's Whites by organized jewry is not
just a Tube-blitzing, neuron-interrupting sound and light

show, you know -- it's a military campaign in which Freakin
Americans roam the schools, businesses, courts, and
streets of this formerly White civilization as a virtual fifth column of self-esteem-enhanced, blackskinsuited stormtroopers for the Juden. You could ask young Brittany Benefield,
except she's presently too psychologically discombobulated
to give you much of an answer.

Stop driving yourself to depression by reading America's
Jewish press, White man. If you can handle the truth, you
can find daily news stories such as these in:
"This Just In.." at http://vnnforum.com and at
"New Nation News" at http://newnation.org .

The Bish Strawberry Murder
By Will White Williams
RALEIGH, NC - The next time you sink your teeth into a big luscious strawberry consider that Eric Bryan Bish might have had
something to do with its development.
Dr. Bish was a 30-year-old horticultural scientist at North
Carolina State University in Raleigh when he made the mistake
on the 18th of May 2000 of
going to the Method Station
Post Office on Beryl Road, not
far from the NCSU campus, on
his way out of town on a field
trip.
Robert Earl Avery had left
downtown Raleigh in a bus
headed for the Beryl Road
stop minutes earlier with a .32
caliber pistol and a knife in his
pocket and larceny on his dim-witted (77 IQ) mind. Avery had
decided that he needed some money and a car so he could
leave town. Robbing a "random" victim was his preferred
method of getting what he decided he needed. It goes without
saying that his randomness was restricted to the White community, not his own.
When the paths of Avery and Dr. Bish collided in the otherwise
empty lobby of the post office Avery got what he needed. He
robbed Bish of what little money he was carrying and then took
the 1996 station wagon that Bish had checked out the previous
day for his field trip to a strawberry farm in western N.C. Mission
accomplished -- but Avery couldn't leave it at that. Bish's lifeless
body was soon discovered sprawled on the floor.
The stupid Avery was arrested the next day because he was not
very careful and left a trail of evidence that led Raleigh police
directly to the door of the house where he was flopped. In a
healthier society this clearly premeditated first-degree homicide
would call for a swift execution of scum such as Avery. But, no,
thanks to Avery's so-called "principled" White attorneys, Avery
now sits in prison for the rest of his sorry life for what he did and
you, dear taxpayer, will pay to keep him him fed and sheltered
until he dies a natural death. Avery's attorneys convinced the
jury that the retard didn't have the mental capacity to commit
premeditated murder. Uh huh. Stupid, violent street niggers like
Avery who freely roam our cities wreaking havoc get a pass like
this all the time since their IQs are conveniently a full standard
deviation below that of Whites (See Murray and Herrnstein's The
Bell Curve for the proofs).

Queshawn Jamal Mohammed, or some such giveaway name
favored by Blacks these days, it was left, as usual, to the readers and viewers of mainstream print and electronic reports to
guess.
Black males make up just a little over 6% of the American population but they commit well over one half of all murders according to FBI crime statistics (see The Color of Crime by Jared
Taylor at http://www.amren.com/color.pdf for details). The Jewcontrolled mass media do not like to tell us hapless goyim
(Yiddish for
stupid cattle)
this; nor do
they like to tell
us that Blacks
are more than
10 times as
likely to commit murder as
Whites -- from
the same FBI
crime statistics Why do we allow the jews to
-- nor that of
loose manimals among us?
the approximately
1,7000,000 violent interracial crimes committed between Blacks
and Whites yearly in the U.S. fully 90% are Black on White.
I'm well versed in these statistics. I remember that when the
report of this murder first broke that I was willing to bet $100 to
any and all takers that the perpetrator in the murder of Dr. Bish
was a Black man. There were no takers even though the odds
would seem to be tremendously in the taker's favor, considering
that it was reported as "random." Everyone soon enough
learned I was right, as usual. No, this crime was anything but
random. The irresponsible, jew-controlled mass media deliberately lie to us every single day of the year about the issues that
are most important to us, such as the obvious fact that in
America today Whites are prey and Blacks are the predators.
I made the same $100 bet with folks in January (2005) when a
19-year-old White girl was carjacked from the Wal-Mart where
she worked in Henderson, Texas, raped and murdered. The
Jew-controlled mass media didn't give the race of the perpetrator in that crime either, though they knew full well that he was a
Negro by reviewing the store's surveillance videos. I know that
carjacking, like home invasions and running crack houses, etc.,
is almost exclusively a minority crime. When a White commits
such a crime it is a "man bites dog" story and given wide coverage. The mass media also regionalize the news of Black-onWhite crime so that N.C. residents on the
eastern coast and in the western mountains
likely never learned about Dr. Bish's death,
just as Raleigh residents rarely learn of
Black-on-White murders in those regions of
the state.

Dr. Bish's considerable contributions to society -- most notably
as his department's
liaison to the NC
Winegrowers
Association and the
NC Grape Council,
not to mention his
work in developing
the hardy, succulent
The anti-White, Jew-controlled, opinion-shapstrain of diseaseing mass media do not want the restless, vicresistant strawberry
timized White majority to get riled up at
that amazingly yields
what's obvious: that we are under siege by
two additional late
Jews and other protected minority criminals
crops a year -- ended
and invaders. We who are associated with
when the worthless
this paper will do everything we can do under
The
Eric
B.
Bish
memorial
bench
is
located
at
the
lovely
Black predator
the sun to arouse our people, unite them,
J.C
Raulston
Arboretum,
one
block
west
of
the
Beryl
senselessly put a
organize them, and inspire them to determine
Road post office where Dr. Bish's life was snuffed out by our own destiny, free from aliens intent on
bullet through his
a worthless subhuman predator.
exceptional brain. In
destroying our gene pool and taking our nechonor of this "ranessary living space. We won't be doing what
dom" victim of the predacious Avery, the NCSU Horticultural
the wimpy members of Dr. Bish's Lutheran church here in
Department named the strawberry he had helped to develop
Raleigh did - hold a "vigil against violence" and pray to the
after him and placed a bench with a little plaque on it in their
Jewish tribal god Yahweh for peace. No, we will organize and
nearby arboretum on Beryl Road.
fight the evil we are faced with as honorable men and women of
our race should do. Future generations of White Americans will
Was this violent crime really "random," as the jew-controlled
thank us for that.
mass media repeatedly told us it was? When I first heard of this
tragic murder in my hometown, the race of neither the victim nor
Think of that and of poor Dr. Bish every time you see or eat a
the perpetrator was mentioned, and since Avery's name was not
strawberry.
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DID YOU KNOW?
1. Liberia -- the African area purchased by the American Colonization Society for repatriated American slaves -- has a
population of roughly 3.4 million today. Liberians have a mean IQ of 65. According to Wechsler's adult intelligence
scale, persons with IQs ranging from 50-65 are certified morons.
2. In 1909, W.E.B. DuBois, jew Julius Rosenthal, jew Lillian Wald, Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch, jew Stephen Wise and jew
Henry Malkewitz formed the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).
3. The population of the U.S state and federal prisons rose to a record 1,470,000 million people in 2003.
4. Of the approximately 1,700,000 interracial crimes of violence involving blacks and whites in the U.S. every year, 90
percent are committed by blacks against whites. Blacks are up to 250 times more likely to do criminal violence to
whites than the reverse.
5. Abercrombie & Fitch has agreed to pay $40 million to jewish lawyers for marketing its clothes to White Americans.
A consent decree calls for A&F to hire a vice president of diversity and up to 25 diversity recruiters. The company
was also forced to promise that its marketing materials would reflect mongrelization.
6. Only 50 percent of Harvard's student body is ‘white appearing.’ Closer inspection reveals that half of these are
jews. At 2.5 percent of the population, and 1.5 percent of the college-age population, jews nevertheless absorb over
20 percent of the slots at the Ivies. The jewish overrepresentation is even greater in grad schools.
7. U.S. President George W. Bush signed into law a bill requiring the State Department to monitor “global antiSemitism” and rate countries annually on their treatment of Jews. Anywhere anybody dares criticize jews in print, the
State Department will be there to type his name into a database.
8. In 2004 the US spent $398 billion dollars on the military. In the same year some 3 million illegal aliens crossed the
border. U.S. services and benefits given to legal immigrants and illegal invaders cost American taxpayers approximately $68 billion.
9. Approved by voters in 1994, Proposition 187 denied health-care, education and welfare benefits to illegal aliens.
Almost immediately, jew Judge Mariana Pfaelzer granted its opponents' request for a restraining order, which prevented it from taking effect. In a statement, ACLU spokesman jew Mark Rosenbaum said jew Pfaelzer correctly
denied California's attempt to regulate immigration.
10. On May 17, 1954, segregated schooling was ruled "unconstitutional" at the behest of the jew-dominated NAACP
in Brown vs. Board of Education on the pretext that "segregation has a tendency to [retard] the educational and mental development of negro children." Since then public school standards have plummeted, and today schools are “integrating” retarded children into regular classrooms.

Did you know?: More than 60,000 Christians were expelled from their homes in Palestine by the jewish terrorists who created Israel in the 1940s. Before the creation of the state of Israel there were more than half a million Christians
living in Palestine alongside the Muslim majority. Today, less than a third remain: two percent of the population -- same as jews in America. Yet where the jews in America are highly overrepresented in positions of power and influence,
Christians in Israel are vigorously discriminated against. Fun fact: more than 1 in 50 blacks has Q-RID (Queer-Related Immunodeficiency). Herpes? 1 in 5 American adults has it. Most carriers lack symptoms, don’t know they’re infected.
Original name of “AIDS”? ‘Gay-Related Immunodeficiency (GRID). If you’re black and think jews are your friend, read Tony Martin’s The Jewish Onslaught, in which he details how jews attacked him for teaching the truth about jews and
slavery. Rabbi Marc Lee Raphael wrote: "In Curacao in the 17th century, as well as in the British colonies of Barbados and Jamaica in the 18th century, Jewish merchants played a major role in the slave trade. In fact, in all the American
colonies, whether French (Martinique), British, or Dutch, Jewish merchants frequently dominated. "This was no less true on the North American mainland, where during the 18th century Jews participated in the 'triangular trade' that
brought slaves from Africa to the West Indies and there exchanged them for molasses, which in turn was taken to New England and converted into rum for sale in Africa. Catholic? You should be reading E. Michael Jones. In Libido
Dominandi: Sexual Liberation and Political Control, he writes: “But once a man is driven by his passions, he loses all control of his actions. Thus freedom of this sort, as the ancients saw, becomes a form of slavery. ... The purpose of
transgressive imagery is social control. Those who relinquish reason are controlled by their passions, which are exploited financially and politically by those who control the flow of transgressive imagery.” P.C. = Semitical Correctness.

FagTV: All Fudge, All the Time
by N.B. Forrest
It's a scene that's repeated in millions of households every evening now: at the end of yet another
long, hard day of competing with Mexishits for zogbucks, worn-out Joe Whiteguy grabs a bowl of
popcorn 'n' a cold brewski, parks his keister in the comfy ol' La-Z-Boy and settles in for a little
mindless entertainment. "Mebbe a ball game, or a military history show..." he thinks as he presses
the clicker button -- then it happens: his retinas and eardrums are assaulted by some limp-wristed
faggot prancing accross his screen.
This repulsive pro-froot campaign began slowly a few
years ago when the jews started testing the waters
with shows like Ellen and Will & Grace. Then came the
success of Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, and the
dam broke with shocking suddeness. Now our living
rooms are invaded by a veritable "gay" "rights" march
of "smart, funny" homos -- and the endless pink
parade ain't just limited to lisping interior decorators &
catty "makeover" bitches (although Christ knows there are metric tons of those). Sodomites are
now incongruously shoved into every possible nook & cranny of programming like a gagging gerbil into a jizz-crusty colon: morning "news" yakfests; spewing their lecherous "comedic" filth on
VH-1's smart-ass commentary shows like I Love the '80s -- even on "down-home, traditional values" country music channel CMT.
And make no mistake about it, chillun: this non-stop
pervert assault is no accident. The fucking kikes who
own the media may say "Oy, we're just giving the public what it wants already! We have no agenda!" but
they're goddam lying scum. Those tapirs have a long,
exceedingly sordid history of aiding and abetting
predatory fudgepackers & dykes. They do this for the
same reason they founded the NAACP, forced disruptive jiggaboos into formerly safe, White schools and
opened our border sluice-gates to the overflow of
brown turds from every genetic sewer on earth: not because they love niggers, wetbacks or fags
(in fact they privately scorn them), but rather because they seek to pollute first the minds and
then the blood of the White race, thereby leading us step by step to our ultimate doom.
Can it really be possible that the smiling jews hate us so much?
Yes it can. And they do.
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Precepts for Adults
by Ian McNish
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it was customary for senior members
of society to address long dissertations on the principles of healthy living to those
who were about to pass from the estate of childhood to that of manhood. Today
few dare to give such advice to the younger generation, and the moral poverty of
the younger generation is undeniably the greater for the absence of such advice.
The following precepts are therefore offered to young people without any intentions of patrimony or condescension on the part of the giver -- who is fully aware
that it is his own generation that has been primarily responsible for the prevailing
selfish and materialistic outlook.
1. Remember always that you are European. All that you are, you owe not to
yourself but to your people. Whether you wish it or not, everything you possess,
physically or mentally, has been passed down to you from previous generations,
and is held in trust by you for those of your nation and race who are to come after
you.
2. Maintain purity of Mind and Spirit. In particular, cherish and foster your mental and spiritual capacities always, for they can be ruined by neglect, by bad practice or by bad company. Reject from your mind ideas that are distinctively foreign
to you, and are alien to your Aryan heritage --- ideas which are contrary to your
true inner self, which will be irksome to your inner conscience. Be true to thine own
self, and keep your own moral escutcheon clean. Only by doing so can you enjoy
mental and spiritual contentment as you grow older.
3. Keep your body healthy and clean. Preserve the good health inherited from
your parents and recollect always that the body and mind are closely linked, and
that mental and physical well-being are closely interrelated.
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4. Being of sound stock and good racial heritage, you should not remain single. All the qualities of your body and mind perish if you die without heirs. The race
must survive. Heirs are an inheritance, a donation from the ancestors. They are a
part of a chain which you should not break save under necessity. Life is limited in
length for the individual, but family and folk survive -- and it is in their survival that
the individual attains immortality.
5. Marry for love but only into sound stock of your own kind. Where like meets
like there rules true unison. Where unlike races meet, there is discord to the very
root of things. Admixture with alien or inferior stock can ruin not only your own offspring, but also by steady contamination the entire race. Seek not a plaything in
marriage, but a helpmeet, and remember, a happy heart is essential for an enduring union -- and true love is properly based on a shared belief in mutual destinies.
6. When selecting your mate, consider the ancestry. Remember that you marry
not merely your mate, but also your life-partner’s forbears. Worthy children are
only to be expected where worthy ancestors went before. never marry the one
worthy member of a bad family, for the seed therein might be bad. Nothing in the
world is so precious as the seed of good stock. Without the good stock, there could
be no goodness created or maintained, in any field of human life.
7. Assume responsibilities and never forget the future. Enjoy the present, but
remember always the strength, health, and happiness of those who are to come
after; only by doing so can you fulfill yourself and win lasting happiness and spiritual contentment through the years. The Race represents what is permanent in
the world - the great continuity of life of which you yourself represent but a brief
reflection. Enjoy life because you are of it, but never be dejected because you are
not the whole of life. The things that you love and the race that you belong to will
not die when you do. What you have, hold on to therefore; and improve if you can,
so that you can help improve the world, and pass on a better heritage, if possible,
than that which you received.
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It wasn't Arabs who lied about gas chambers at Dachau and
Auschwitz - it was jews.

It Wasn't Arabs

It wasn't Arabs who lied about mass graves at Treblinka - it was
jews.
It wasn't Arabs who lied about jews being made into lamp shades
and soap during WWII - it was jews.
It wasn't Arabs who doctored WWII prison camp photos to appear
to be belching smoke from crematoria - it was jews.

by Edgar Steele
The following email came from a list member this morning: Today's Jews are
far from perfect! But their enemies are my enemies too. I detest the Arabs. To
my way of thinking they are two-faced butchers. It seems as though most of
the world's terrorists come from their countries.
I got a little carried away with my response, I confess. It felt cleansing, somehow, to list all the reasons why this person was wrong. Maybe it was my being
included in the SPLC's recent "List of 40 to Watch," meaning right-wingers
they have targeted for elimination, wherein I was labeled an anti-semite. (You
want anti-semite? I'll give you anti-semite!) Here is my response, in full:

It wasn't Arabs who used WWII pictures of dead non jews, claiming they were jews - it was jews.
It wasn't Arabs who made anti-semitical talk punishable by death
in Russia after they took power - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs who have hijacked the American legal system and now are
transforming it to conform to Talmudic law - it is jews.
It isn't Arabs who own and run the Federal Reserve Bank, which is in the
process of destroying the dollar and the American economy - it is jews.
It isn't Arabs rigging the U.S. stock market and commodities futures markets
- it is jews.
It wasn't Arabs who sent our military into Afghanistan and Iraq - it was jews.

It wasn't Arabs who killed over 20 million
Russian Christians - it was jews.
It wasn't Arabs who looted and destroyed the
Russian economy - it was jews.
It wasn't Arabs who amassed an illegal arsenal of over 300 nuclear weapons in the
Middle East - it is the jews.

crushing girls

I haven't the degree of antipathy you feel for Arabs, despite a couple that I
would willingly have dispatched, had it been legal. Nor do I have any particular love for them, other than that normally reserved for the underdog. Your
hatred seems born of something quite apart from personal experience. Here
is just part of the basis for my outlook:

It isn't Arabs who refuse to serve in the US Military in numbers proportionate
to their population percentage - it is jews (1/10 of 1%, vs. 2-1/2%).

It isn't Arabs who brag about controlling America - it is jews.

It wasn't Arabs who sued to remove "under God" from the Pledge of
Allegiance - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs who advocate the use of torture
by and on Americans - it is jews.

It wasn't Arabs who tried to steal my law
practice - it was a jew.

It wasn't Arabs who sued to remove the Ten Commandments from that
Alabama courthouse, had Judge Moore removed from the bench and now
seek to disbar him - it is jews.

It isn't Arabs who twist American laws to punish anti-semitical speech - it is jews.

It wasn't Arabs who threatened to kill my children and wife - it was jews.
It wasn't Arabs who threatened to kill me -and continue to do so with regularity -- it
was/is jews.

banning speech

It wasn't Arabs who screwed the stockholders of the company I worked for in
San Francisco - it was jews.
It isn't Arabs who fill my email inbox with
pornographic spam - it is jews.
It isn't Arabs who send all those viruses to
me over the Internet - it is jews.
It isn't Arabs who try to get my ISP to cancel my Internet access - it is jews.

promoting queers

It isn't Arabs who periodically forge mass spam mailings to so many, using my
domain name - it is jews.
It isn't Arabs who send me all that incredibly
vituperative, irrational and pornographic hate
mail - it is jews.
It wasn't Arabs who blocked my PayPal
account and stole the balance it contained it was jews.

It wasn't Arabs who painted a bullseye on my chest by labeling me one of "40
to watch" - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs who maintain a dossier on me
and draw from it to defame me in every
venue possible - it is jews.

It isn't Arabs who extort "fees"
for allowing their kosher label on
goods - it is jews.

It wasn't Arabs suing to remove decorative lights from schools at Christmas - it
was jews.

It isn't Arabs who retaliate
against rock-throwing children by shooting them in the head - it
is jews.

It isn't Arabs who refuse to allow children to say grace over their school
lunches - it is jews.

It isn't Arabs stealing land in
Palestine - it is jews.

shooting kids

It isn't Arabs who ran down
Rachel Corrie with a bulldozer it was a jew.

It isn't Arabs who continue to impose
affirmative action upon us in all walks of
life - it is jews.

loosing niggers

liberating Iraqis

It isn't Arabs who buy off all our legislators with our own tax dollars - it is jews.
It wasn't Arabs who tried to sink the USS Liberty and killed and maimed so
many of its crewmembers during an extended attack - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs who run NAMBLA (North American Man-Boy Love Association)
- it is jews.

building walls

It wasn't Arabs who have been bent upon
bankrupting and imprisoning so many that I know - it was and is jews.
It wasn't Arabs who arrested and imprisoned
Chester Doles as a felon in possession of a
gun, though he is no felon and owned no
guns - it is jews.
It wasn't Arabs who indicted David Duke on
tax-evasion charges that were pure speculation, forcing a plea deal and a one-year
prison sentence because he dared not go
before a jury - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs who sued to remove group
prayer from public schools - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs enacting hate crime laws designed to outlaw criticism of themselves - it is jews.

It isn't Arabs who have made it all but impossible for me to work as a lawyer - it is jews.

It isn't Arabs suing to force us to allow homosexuals to lead boy scout troops
- it is jews.
It isn't Arabs who started and ran so many black organizations like the
NAACP - it was jews.
It isn't Arabs importing huge numbers of Somalians and Bantu into American
cities - it is jews.
It wasn't Arabs who formulated American legislation providing pensions to
Russian jewish immigrants for doing nothing - it was jews.

starting wars

cursing men

It isn't Arabs who sell goods that
it is illegal in America to boycott
- it is Israeli jews.

It isn't Arabs who erect menorahs in
public venues in place of crosses - it is
jews.

It isn't Arabs who began and continue to
expand militant feminism - it is jews.

stealing trillions

It isn't Arabs endeavoring to get America to
outlaw anti-semitical speech - it
is jews.

It isn't Arabs who sue to remove nativity scenes from public venues - it is
jews.

It isn't Arabs who run organized crime throughout America - it is jews.

It isn't Arabs who have caused
America to spend $2.5 trillion
($31,250 per American family) in the Middle East - it is jews.

It isn't Arabs who send teams of trained
assassins into foreign countries, including
America, to kill people with whom Israel disagrees - it is jews.
It isn't Arabs who run the ADL, which maintains dossiers on thousands of law-abiding
American citizens, for the purpose of punishing those with whom they disagree - it is
jews.

exterminating
Whites

It isn't Arabs who break into and enter the offices and homes of law-abiding
American citizens, to procure evidence both for their database and in the
hopes of getting evidence they can pass to the FBI for prosecution - it is jews.
It isn't Arabs who have caused America to go from being the most-loved
country in the world to the most hated - it is jews.
Finally, though most won't believe it (all the preceding are facts - provable
facts):
It isn't Arabs who phony up "hate crimes" against themselves - it is jews.
It wasn't Arabs who started
WWI - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs who import tons of drugs into America every day - it is jews.
It wasn't Arabs who started
WWII - it was jews.

It wasn't Arabs who arrested Artie Wheeler for domestic terrorism because he
had firearm reloading equipment and supplies - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs who literally own and run all of Hollywood's moviemaking enterprise - it is jews.

It wasn't Arabs who arrested and imprisoned Christine Greenwood for distributing clothing to needy white children - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs who literally own and run all of America's mainstream media - it
is jews.

It wasn't Arabs who sued and bankrupted Richard Butler because he provided shelter to some derelicts who stupidly shot at some people - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs spewing obscenity and race-mixing propaganda from the TV and
movie screens - it is jews.

It wasn't Arabs who demolished the World Trade Center it was jews.

It wasn't Arabs who had Ernst Zundel deported to Canada -- it was jews -where he now stands accused of thought crimes -- by jews -- for which he has
now been deported again, to Germany, where he will be tried for more
thought crimes -- by jews.

It wasn't Arabs who tried mightily to block release of the Mel Gibson movie,
"The Passion" - it is jews.

It isn't Arabs bent on destroying Christianity - it is jews.

It isn't Arabs lying about and guilt tripping us with "the holocaust" - it is jews.

It wasn't Arabs who sued and bankrupted Tom Metzger because one of his
followers stupidly killed another - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs stealing American tax dollars to fund all their holocaust monuments throughout America - it is jews.

And, lest we forget: It wasn't
Arabs who had Jesus Christ
crucified - it was jews.

It isn't Arabs who have hijacked my government - it is jews.

It wasn't Arabs who forged the Anne Frank "diary" - it was jews.

It wasn't Arabs who killed JFK
- it was jews.

New America. An idea whose
time has come.

defensiveracism.com
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AT EVERY TURN for years now, Matt Hale
been railroaded, ramrodded and gulled by the very system which now presumes to pass sentence and punish
him for crimes he did not commit. Matt Hale is a political
prisoner in every sense of the word. Keep an open mind
as you read this article and see if you don't agree.
Let's take things chronologically:
1. Matt Hale headed up the World Church of the Creator
(WCOTC), a branch of the "Creativity" religion. Creativity
is a bona-fide, court-recognized, non-Christian religion,
despite its highly-controversial and self-avowed White
Supremacist nature (see Peterson vs. Wilmur Communications,
205 F.Supp.2d 1014, 200). Founded in 1973 by Ben Klassen,
WCOTC was resurrected by Hale in 1996 and run continuously
under that name through 2002. Violence was a hallmark of
Klassen's stewardship, whereas under Hale WCOTC members
generally behaved themselves...with one notable exception
(see 3 below).

The R ailr oading
of Matt Hale

2. Matt Hale was wrongfully denied the right he earned to be a
lawyer. In June 1998, Hale graduated from the Southern
Illinois University School of Law and soon thereafter passed the
Illinois State Bar. He was denied admission to the Bar, and the
license to practice law he had earned, though his record was
spotless. The denial was on the basis of Hale's racial beliefs
(part and parcel of his court-recognized religion, don't forget),
though Blacks in prison for racially-motivated murders of
Whites have earned law degrees and been welcomed with
open arms to the practice of law upon their parole.
3. A WCOTC adherent went on a killing spree on July 2, 1999,
the day that Hale announced he had been denied admission to the Illinois
state bar by an administrative appeals board. Though the timing is more
than suggestive, there never has been a hint that Hale suggested or countenanced the murderous rampage by Benjamin Smith.
4. WCOTC's very name was stolen by the ADL, with the aid of the courts.
In 2000, an Oregon corporation, Te-Ta-Ma, secretly founded and funded by
the ADL through its Regional Director, Richard Hirschhaut, applied for and
received a trademark on the phrase "Church of the Creator." Shortly thereafter, in May 2000, the ADL filed suit in Illinois Federal District Court through
its straw man, Te-Ta-Ma, against Hale and WCOTC for trademark infringement. Judge Lefkow ruled against the ADL, which appealed her ruling and
persuaded a three-judge panel to issue an order directing Judge Lefkow to
reverse herself and grant judgment to Te-Ta-Ma. Lefkow followed orders, as
she legally was bound to do, and subsequently threatened to hold Hale in
contempt for failing to turn over every publication which bore the WCOTC
name. Hale responded that he possessed none, as he had stepped aside
as head of WCOTC to concentrate on the court appeal of his bar admission
denial. As Hale prepared to defend himself on the contempt charge, he was
arrested by the FBI and charged with conspiracy to commit the murder of
Judge Lefkow...the very federal judge who previously had ruled in his favor,
not of any of the appellate justices who sided with the ADL against him.
5. Hale's entrapment was engineered by the FBI. An FBI plant, Anthony
Evola, wormed his way into Hale's confidence and was named head of
WCOTC's security force (Hale and his followers regularly received death
threats and had been the targets of multiple assaults and property vandalizations through the years). Evola secretly recorded conversations with
Hale that were, at worst, noncommittal concerning Evola's offer to "exterminate...the Jew rat" (a male Jew rat, as transcripts made clear). At one
point, Hale was recorded as saying, "I'm going to fight within the law." Also,
note that, while Judge Lefkow is married to a Jew, she herself is not
Jewish, a fact known at the time to both Hale and the FBI.
6. Hale's trial was a sham. The FBI plant, Evola, testified that, during a conversation wherein he asked if Hale wanted him to "get the rat," Hale nodded
affirmatively. Never was any evidence presented other than that single bit of
testimony concerning Hale's alleged approval of the FBI scheme. A good
deal of circumstantial and highly prejudicial evidence, especially concerning
Benjamin Smith's rampage, was allowed, however. Directly upon the State
resting its case, Hale's attorney, noted Chicago criminal defense lawyer and
former Federal prosecutor Thomas Durkin, rose and rested Hale's defense
without calling a single witness or introducing a single shred of evidence.
Durkin reportedly made numerous remarks derogatory to his own client
throughout the trial both during the State's case and during closing argument. I understand the ploy: by acting has he did, Durkin presumably
hoped to make plain the weakness of the State's case. Problem is, Durkin
didn't understand how juries respond to politically-incorrect defendants
(though, prior to the trial, Durkin personally assured me that he well understood the situation in which he found Matt Hale, an assurance I passed on
to Hale's family and that played a large part in their retaining Durkin; an
assurance that retrospect now shows me to have been either a lie or merely incompetent).
I can just imagine the conversations in the jury room during deliberations:
"He never took the stand to defend himself, so he must be guilty." "His
lawyer kept putting him down and then didn't even present a defense, so he
must be guilty." "The Feds never lie, so he must be guilty." "Nasty White
Supremacist - he must be guilty."

Why would
Hale solicit
the murder
of the only
judge who
had ruled in
his favor?

by Edgar Steele
How, exactly, did Hale engineer the murder of Lefkow's family
members, while his own family and lawyers, including myself,
have been denied access to him?
Judge Lefkow ruled correctly in Hale's favor in the first instance - it was the
appellate panel that was wrong. I studied intellectual property law extensively at UCLA under the man who quite literally wrote "the book":
Professor Mel Nimmer. If Mel Nimmer were alive today, he would tell you
about the established practice in this sort of case of disallowing such a
trademark in geographic areas in which prior usage of it by another could
be established, just as had been done by Hale and WCOTC.
Elementary law supports Hale in his quest for a law license and to protect
the name WCOTC. Elementary logic disputes any inference that he wanted
Judge Lefkow dead. If he wanted a judge dead for the trademark ruling, he
had three candidates that apparently he never considered. Why, then,
would he consider Judge Lefkow?
[Ed.: The above was written between the murders and the suicide of the
apparently guilty party, “Bart Ross,” a Polish immigrant. We at VNN insisted
from the first moment we heard about the murders that there was not a
shred of evidence that a White Nationalist was responsible -- yet that was
the only story the controlled media were interested in reporting. Every dispatch by the Chicago AP stringer Don Babwin that featured Matt Hale and
WN as primary suspects was picked up from the wires by virtually every
daily not just nationwide, but all over Europe and in Australia and Asia, too.
The single story Babwin wrote pegged to Michael Lefkow’s law partner’s
observation that the FBI and police seemed surprisingly uninterested in
Michael Lefkow’s case files was put on the wire, just like all the other stories about Hale, but only three papers, to our count, picked it up. “Free
media”? Try incredibly lazy, conformist, biased and just plain dishonest
media that don’t so much report stories as cut reality to fit The Agenda.
More on this from Mr. Steele...]

Trial by Media...
"The modern press itself is a new phenomenon. Its typical unit is the great
agency of mass communication. These agencies can facilitate thought and
discussion. They can stifle it...They can play up or down the news and its
significance, foster and feed emotions, create complacent fictions and blind
spots, misuse the great words and uphold empty slogans." -- Commission
on Freedom of the Press, A Free and Responsible Press, 1947.
"Your failure to be informed does not make me a wacko." -- John Loeffler
The recent media orgy over the murder of members of the family of a
Federal judge who ruled against Matt Hale in a relatively trifling civil matter
is instructive on several levels.
First, the Lefkow murder affair demonstrated just how difficult it is for the
politically incorrect to catch a break in America because of the media’s bias
against all who support White interests and their deliberate inculcation of a
mob psychology in the very public from which are drawn the juries.
Second, reporting on the Lefkow murders laid bare the methodology of the
media bosses in creating the current climate of hostility toward the politically
incorrect in America.
Finally, the affair showed just how irrelevant is the truth to the attainment of
justice in modern America...including justice in the courts.

Why wasn't Matt Hale called to the witness stand?

Geraldo and the other trained seals on Fox News ("Fair & Balanced®"),
indeed, all the networks, including their pet panelists, were at a fever pitch
from the moment the story broke about Judge Lefkow finding her husband
and elderly mother murdered, execution style, in the basement of her
Chicago home. The police, other judges, and all media poodles agreed that
it had to have been done by "White Supremacists," likely at the direction of
Hale himself. Anybody who disagreed was shouted down and loudly
denounced. "The acorn doesn't fall far from the tree - she's just a bigot and
a racist herself," shouted one Fox News ("Fair & Balanced®") panelist after
Hale's mother speculated as to just who might really be responsible. The
Fox motto really should be: "We decide - You follow," not "We report - you
decide."

After all, Hale is a lawyer and could be expected to carefully couch his
answers and be on the lookout for prosecutorial traps.

Of all the TV talking heads I saw, only Fox News's ("Fair & Balanced®")
redoubtable Greta van Susteren seemed to maintain any sense of personal

Remember the composition of the jury: Black, Jewish and Asian, the very
sort of people targeted by Benjamin Smith; the very sort of people Hale
denigrated through the years.
Why was there no change of venue sought and granted, in order to get the
trial moved out of the highly-inflammatory Chicago area, where the jury
composition was highly predictable?
Why did lawyer Durkin put his own client down in front of the jury and then
decline to put on even a bare case?

equanimity, yet even she scheduled panelists who did the
shouting for her.
Just as things got darkest and I heard one of the Fox News
("Fair & Balanced®") hosts mutter, "Somebody git a rope" (or
at least it seemed I heard one of them say something quite like
it), I decided it was time to step forward and defend Hale.
Nobody else from the legal profession did so, nor has anybody
done so since Hale was exonerated of involvement with the
murders. That is when I issued “The Railroading of Matt Hale,”
going so far as to send it to a large media list that I use perhaps once every couple of years for high-profile cases.

I also used a couple of direct media contacts to try to get a
spot on the panels being televised on NBC's Dateline and all over Fox
News ("Fair & Balanced®"). I had Hale's mother and friend, Kathy, relentlessly redirect media people to me. I hoped to get an opportunity to provide
the counterpoint to the building lynch mob.
Guess how many calls I got from media people? Two. That's right, exactly
two. And, though I returned those calls immediately, neither of those people
has ever called back. Bottom line: absolutely nobody in the media was
interested in talking to the guy who will sit at counsel table with Hale during
the anticipated retrial.
Oh, I did get a response of sorts: a couple of the media people tried to get
my ISP to shut down my domain and my email accounts because they were
offended by my "racist and anti-Semitic beliefs." How's that for "Fair &
Balanced®"? You do know the ethnic origins of those who control all (as in
every single one of) the major media outlets, don't you?
Nobody was interested in hearing the truth about what was going on, in
other words. Nobody wanted anybody who could hold his own with the
talking heads and their lynch-mob panelists. That wasn't important or relevant to the lynching then taking place.
Why should the media listen to me regarding Matt Hale's case? Good
question. Let me explain.
I was involved with Hale's case long before the criminal charge was lodged,
but only peripherally, via occasional email exchanges. After Hale was
arrested, I was approached to handle the trial, but declined because I did
not want to do what I thought absolutely necessary: live part time in
Chicago from then on and full time for the three months directly prior to trial.
I was, after all, not asking to be paid and cannot personally afford such an
adventure. Of course, I could have phoned in the defense that Hale actually
received from Thomas Durkin, the man whom I personally checked out and
pronounced to be a good criminal defense lawyer with a great track record
in the Chicago courts.
Honestly, Durkin checked out as being top notch. Of course, there are
those persistent rumors these days about Durkin being Jewish and, therefore, susceptible of a strong bias against an alleged "White Supremacist"
like Hale, who used an Israeli flag for a doormat. Perhaps there is more
than simple incompetence to Durkin's denigration of his own client throughout the trial and refusal to mount even a weak defense.
I consider the strongest basis of Hale's soon-to-be-filed appeal for a new
trial to be the recognized legal theory called "Ineffective Assistance of
Counsel." I don't think I ever have seen a stronger case to be made for
such an appeal. That doesn't mean Hale will be granted a new trial on
appeal, however, and almost certainly not in the first round. Remember that
the same Seventh-Circuit Appellate Court that (in my opinion, wrongfully)
overturned Judge Lefkow's original ruling in favor of Hale's trademarkinfringement argument will hear his criminal-conviction appeal.
The moment I heard that Hale's attorney had rested without calling a single
witness, let alone Hale himself, I called his mother to inquire about the family's trial strategy. She said that Durkin insisted upon that strategy, against
the wishes of both Hale and his parents. Furthermore, she told me that
Durkin lied to Hale, telling him that his own father didn't want to take the
stand on Hale's behalf. Finally, she told me that Durkin claimed that I wanted nothing further to do with the case. That, too, was a lie, as I had told
Durkin I would assist him in any way I could, including coming to Chicago a
time or two to assist with pretrial preparation and to assist him full time during the impending trial. Durkin, of course, was not interested in my assistance, even though I was willing to sit second chair through the trial pro
bono (for free), unlike Durkin, who was paid quite handsomely from public
donations and family funds. Unlike Durkin, I saw Hale's case as being
important to the interest of White civil rights. Why was Durkin lying to his
clients? The red lights on my panel begin to flash nonstop.
Then Hale's position was weakened further when he retained his cousin
attorney for the post-trial work. (Picture “My Cousin Vinny,” but without the
legal-secretary girlfriend.) Hale finally fired his cousin and hand-wrote his
own post-trial motions, the deadlines for which had been allowed by his
cousin to lapse. The judge, to his credit, reached the merits on some of
those motions, though he denied them all, including that for a new trial
based upon a theory of Ineffective Assistance of Counsel.
Unwilling to see Hale railroaded any further, though likely helpless to prevent it, I have agreed to handle his retrial, despite the geographic distance.
Possibly, I will try to appear for Hale at the upcoming sentencing hearing,
though that truly is something that could be phoned in. Problem is, the court
requires that I take on the case in full before I am allowed any direct contact
with Hale or any official role whatsoever. That, in turn, blocks Hale from
being appointed any public defenders in any role, and I prefer that we have
the help of a local public defender appellate counsel in preparing the formal
appeal.
And that is why the media should have allowed me to counter the scurrilous
assault it mounted on Matt Hale recently.
"Congratulations," said Greta van Susteren to Chicago's Chief of Police
after the real killer, Bart Ross (Bartlomiej Ciszewski) turned up in a routine
traffic stop in Wisconsin and promptly committed suicide. Congratulations?
For what? For stumbling around and feeding the media frenzy focused on
"White Supremacists," then finally lucking out and having his case solved
by a traffic cop in the next state?
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Just yesterday, in Georgia, a man killed a judge and two others...in court
and in broad daylight. Bet you won't hear much, if anything, about this
killing spree, though. Why? The perp is Black. Doesn't fit the media profile, so move along...nothing here for you to see...these are not the droids
you're after.
Threats? Think the FBI really cares about death threats, for which it had to
entrap Hale (and then it botched the job in such a way that it could be rescued only by Hale's defense lawyer abdicating his responsibility altogether)? Think again. Else, they would have arrested and prosecuted Mark
Wiles, JDL henchman who, while working for the late and unlamentable Irv
Rubin, threatened me (go to my website to hear a part of the threatening
message he left on my machine at about the same time a female fellow
traveler of his was leaving death threats for my wife and each of my children - the comments re my family being Jewish is a typical Jewish diversionary tactic). Though I made a formal complaint with the FBI, they did
nothing. This same Mark Wiles showed up at the Aryan Nations trial in
Idaho a few weeks later and, catching me alone crossing the street next to
the courthouse, physically assaulted me (no battery - he pulled up short at
the last possible moment). Though I complained to both the FBI and the
county sheriff, nothing was done. Wiles still periodically pops up to harass
me, usually via the Internet. In fact, Wiles provided the inspiration for my
new tag line in one of those drills when, thinking to insult me, he said
"AntiSemitism is a disease." My immediate response? "Yes - you catch it
from Jews."
Here's the way the FBI thinks (and it is a distinctly Jewish mindset, courtesy
of the ADL, which is inextricably intertwined with the FBI): Hale is a bad
guy, so he deserves to be taken down by any means. Let's entrap him by
sending in Tony Evola with a wire to suggest "getting" that "Jew rat" judge
for him.
By the way, few know how Hale came to know Evola. My ever-present
paranoia suggests FBI involvement right from the start. You see, Hale and
his followers regularly were assaulted and brutalized through the years by
Jewish thugs, just the sort of thugs that threatened my children, my wife
and myself. One night, Matt Hale was out by himself in Chicago and got
set upon by a few of these thugs, who proceeded to beat up Hale. Out of
nowhere comes Tony Evola, who cleans the clocks of these thugs, thereby
rescuing Hale from a likely hospital stay. The rest is history, as Hale came
to trust Evola implicitly, evidenced by naming Evola to be his Security Chief.
So, here's my paranoia in action: I think those Jewish thugs, from whom
Evola rescued Hale, were sent in by the FBI/ADL, too, just so that Evola
could ride in on a white horse and gain Hale's confidence...just so he could
later attempt to entrap Hale in the FBI scheme to "get" the "Jew rat" judge.
Am I the only one who sees a distinct similarity between the Evola entrapment scheme and the original trademark business wherein the ADL engineered, financed and ran the trademark application and subsequent prosecution of Hale's World Church of the Creator, which was using the name
long before the trademark was applied for by a sham Oregon corporation?
Up popped Hale's civil lawyer, Glenn Greenwald, just as the media lynch
mob was speculating that Hale probably engineered the killings through
coded messages he passed to followers. Greenwald conveniently reported,
according to Fox News ("Fair & Balanced®"), that Hale did attempt to pass
just such a coded message through him, delivered by his mother. What he
conveniently left out, however, was that it was instructions for Greenwald to
line up a witness from the trademark case for the conspiracy case.
Now, where I come from, it is an ethical violation for a lawyer to disclose an
attorney-client-privileged communication. That Greenwald's marching orders
came via Hale's mother did not strip the communication of that privilege.
Nor did the fact that he was too much of a dolt to make sense of it render it
violable. An attorney may divulge such a privileged communication in one
circumstance only: when he reasonably believes that it concerns a future
(not past) crime. Greenwald plainly stated on TV that he had no idea what
the message concerned. So, you have to ask yourself why he not only was
violating the attorney-client privilege, but doing so by calling a press conference and holding forth on Fox News Channel ("Fair & Balanced®").
And...why didn't he tell the feds when it happened rather than waiting until
the media lynching reached a fever pitch about the possibility of coded
messages from Hale directing the hit on Lefkow's husband and mother?
Can you say "fifteen minutes of fame?" Greenwald took advantage of his
client for his own self aggrandizement. Shut up and sit down, Greenwald.
Oh, and get your story ready for the state Bar disciplinary proceeding.
Incidentally, did you know that Greenwald is a Jewish name? Do you
believe in coincidence?
Why did Hale use his Captain Midnight decoder ring in attempting to communicate with Greenwald? Because he was denied direct access to him
and, in fact, is denied unsupervised access to any lawyer - how else was
he to keep confidential his legal strategy for the criminal trial? Now that
Hale has been shown to be innocent of soliciting the murder of Lefkow's
family members, is there any other possible interpretation of what he did?
Are you beginning to see how he got convicted of conspiring to murder
Judge Lefkow in the first place? Nope, there is nothing wrong with your
reception. Finally, you are beginning to get the picture, loud and clear.
Finally. Thanks to Bart Ross's pulling the curtain down as he fell, disclosing
the wizened little man (think media boss) manipulating the levers.
I can't let this subject go without addressing the incessant media allegations
that "some white supremacists (were) celebrating the deaths of the judge's
husband and mother." I know white supremacists. I looked all over, in all the
nooks and crannies of the Internet. Yes, there was a wacko or two mentioning that Judge Lefkow got her just desserts, but there certainly was
nothing to support the wild media allegations of rampant White Nationalist
gloating. More media spin and a part of the lynching being orchestrated
from on high (wizened little hook-nosed man behind the curtain).
The Chicago Sun-Times had an on-line poll available until it became clear
that Hale had nothing to do with the Lefkow murders - it was running 2/3 to
1/3, favoring those who believed Hale engineered the murders. On no evidence. None. Nada. Do you see how juries manage to convict the politically incorrect almost every time they get one for a defendant? More than
once I personally have seen that dark horse ridden through a courtroom. I
theorize that none of the jury members want to go home and explain to
family and friends how they voted to let such a bad person go free. So what
if the evidence didn't support this conviction? He's a White Supremacist.
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He's a bad guy, Dan Rather said so, so he deserved it. That's the mentality
behind an entrapment, of course, of which Hale now has suffered at least
two: trademark infringement and conspiracy to commit murder. I see the
fine hand of the ADL at work in both instances.
A lynching, just like the one you saw Matt Hale undergoing recently, is the
logical and designed result of trial by media, of course. What? You thought
it was accidental? That it was just the result of the media going for the sensational story? Wrong. Multiple rape/murders are pretty sensational, they
happen all the time, all across America, yet the media don't tell you a thing
about them...because they almost always are Black or Mexican or homosexual on White, that's why. Move along...nothing here for you to
see...these are not the droids you're after.
Heaven knows, you hear about every single White murderer the media can
get their hands on. And guys the media pin the tail on, regardless of guilt or
innocence...are guys like Matt Hale.
New America. An idea whose time has come. #
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One White Man’s Awakening
My Journey to Racial Consciousness

covering, written with wit and intelligence. Again, I had to confront the “jewish question,” which I had studiously been trying to avoid.

by Rich Brooks

I realized from my readings that jews controlled all of the branches of the
mainstream media, both print and electronic. Hollywood, all of the cable
and broadcast television networks, all of the major book and magazine publishing companies, and most of the major newspaper chains are in jewish
hands. It seemed astonishing to me that a group that represents 2½ percent of our population could have such a stranglehold over our media. And
in our increasingly Orwellian society, those who control the media rule the
country. It matters little which politician or political party you vote for; the
end result is that all are beholden to jews.

Contrary to prevailing liberal opinion promoted by the mainstream news
media (“jewsmedia”), most of us described as “bigots” and “haters” were not born that way. Neither did
we form our attitudes toward “minorities” out of ignorance, but quite to the contrary, through hard experience and repeated exposure to multiculturalism. It is
a poorly understood fact that the regions of the country most “liberal” about racial matters are invariably
those with the fewest non-Whites. Those folks with
little actual physical contact with blacks are most
susceptible to the constant media portrayal of them
as alternately either “kewl” athletes and rap stars or
responsible Bill Cosby type professional authority fig- Get your pool on
ures. Related question: How many judges on television “court” shows today are White males?
Answer: None, even though White males still
make up a sizeable majority of judges in real-life
courtrooms.
The Aryan Alternative is a paper aimed at an
audience of White people who most assuredly
would never describe themselves as “racist” or
“anti-Semitic.” Most of you reading this -- if you
indeed have any negative thoughts about jews or
blacks or Mexicans or whomever – undoubtedly
keep such thoughts to yourselves or at most
whisper them in muted tones to only the closest
of confidents. I know, because I myself was that
way until only very recently.
In fact, until the events of September 11, 2001, I
was probably a garden-variety conservative/libertarian of the Fox-News-watching, Rush“I appease jews”
Limbaugh-listening-to, George-Bush-voting-for
type. True, I was firmly opposed to any kind of affirmative action or quotas
for minorities and had even been sympathetic to the South during the civil
rights conflicts of the 1960s. I had also grown up with a visceral perception
of jews as an alien people which translated into an active dislike for most
Jews I would have actual contact with. I would never dare, however, to
publicly speak out about “The Jews” as a group
because, as we all have had drummed into our
heads, that would be “scapegoating” and of course
we just can’t be so unenlightened.
My metamorphosis into a full-blown racialist probably
began in 1999, when out of curiosity I sent away for
a copy of David Duke’s My Awakening. That book
was appropriately named, because it truly was the
beginning of my awakening. The literate and perceptive Duke as author
was a far cry from his media stereotype as a Southern cracker bigot. It was
also obvious that his book had not been ghostwritten, so some loud alarms went off in my head.
Through links on Duke’s internet website, I discovered Dr. William Pierce and the National Alliance.
I was quite disconcerted at first by Pierce, because
his language about Jews was much more candid
than Duke’s. He was obviously one of those dreaded anti-Semites, a hopelessly ignorant bunch.
Pierce, however, held a Ph.D. in physics, so he was obviously no ignoramus. I discovered that it was hard to refute the logical arguments he made
in his weekly broadcasts, which, as a sort of guilty pleasure, I found myself
looking forward to
every Saturday. It
was also my guilty
pleasure to read
The Turner Diaries
and Hunter. While I would not confuse these books with great literature, I
found them immensely entertaining even if they were, like Orwell’s 1984,
slightly less than prophetic about the timetable for future events. Orwell’s
scenario is being played out in our present day, and I am firmly convinced
the same will eventually hold true for Pierce’s revolutionary predictions
unless we see drastic political changes.
My exposure to Dr. Pierce led me to other White Nationalist literature and
websites, most notably Alex Linder’s Vanguard News Network. VNN pulls
no punches; it calls a spade a nigger and has as its slogan “No Jews. Just
Right.” It is, at the same time, as readers of The Aryan Alternative are dis-

I also discovered that it was not only in the media that jews reigned
supreme. All of our major institutions – financial, educational, legal, and
cultural – are in fact dominated by jews. Jews also contribute heavily to
both political parties. Again, the more facts I read the more I was astounded at the enormous power wielded by this tiny group, not only in the U.S.
but worldwide. I think the reason so many people are ready to discredit
“anti-Semites” is that they find it just unbelievable – impossible – that such a small group of
people could actually control so much.
Therefore, all these claims of jewish control
must be “canards” of “conspiracy nuts.”
Hard for me to argue with, until I read Prof.
Kevin MacDonald’s Culture of Critique, an
analysis of how jews have used their own racial
cohesiveness to pursue their collective interests
as jews. White gentiles, on the other hand, have a long tradition of individualism and have never perceived themselves as having distinct “White
interests.” According to MacDonald, jews are not self-consciously conspiratorial, but they have a long history of ethnic survival through the type of
group cohesiveness he describes. Only an awakening of White racial consciousness can counter this collective jewish power.
I haven’t even mentioned the state of Israel yet, but it became obvious to
me shortly after 9/11 that American support for Israel was the cause for the
attacks, not Bush’s claim that Islamic terrorists “hate our freedom.” I have
since become persuaded that jews (often euphemistically labeled “neo-conservatives) and Israel had an active role in planning the attacks, but I don’t
wish to debate the point here. I only wish to note that this cataclysmic
event caused me to sever any allegiance to the Republican Party and to
finally “come out of the closet” on the jewish question.
It is always difficult to adopt a world view radically at odds with conventional
wisdom, but facing facts required me to come to the inescapable conclusion
that undue jewish influence was a major cause of many of the world’s ills.
Few people realize that it was primarily jews who fostered the open-border
policy that has flooded our nation with third-world aliens. Few people realize that it was also jews who pushed for the racial integration that has
destroyed our once safe but now crime-ridden inner cities. Our European
ancestors, including great minds such as Shakespeare and Voltaire, were
well aware of the pernicious influence of jews on their societies. Jews were
in fact expelled from practically every country in Europe at one time or
another during the last 2,000 years, and I have to believe that jewish
behavior was the cause for this expulsion, not anti-Semitic prejudice.
Saying such things publicly is certainly risky, but in my case the risk was not
nearly as great as I feared. I find that people who know and respect me
are willing to listen to my opinions even if they disagree sharply with me.
Liberals, ironically, seem to be more open-minded than conservatives to
Nationalist views, perhaps because we share many of the same ideas on
such issues as the war in Iraq, the Bush administration’s assault on civil liberties, and the export of American jobs through globalization. At any rate, I
believe that talking with our friends about these issues is one of the most
important things we as Nationalists can do.
At stake is no less than the very survival of the White race. It has been
estimated that Aryans will become extinct in five generations or less if current population trends continue. To
the jews and the multiculturalists,
this is perfectly fine, but to me as a
proud White man I cannot accept
this as inevitable. I’ll not go down
without a fight.

Mr. Brooks recently completed
his J.D. and passed the bar in
California. In addition to writing
movie reviews for VNN, he
edits WhiteAlert.com .
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The Conservative
Conceit
by Douglas Wright
The most laughable self-delusion of mainstream conservatives these days
goes roughly as follows: "I'm conservative, but I'm not racist. In fact, liberals
are the real racists. Why else would they believe in affirmative action and welfare? Stereotyping minorities as helpless -- now that's racist." Whereupon, an
eager young Republican becomes misty-eyed and imagines himself braving
the hose blasts in Alabama whilst warbling "We Shall Overcome."
Oh, and don't forget, these Eddie Haskells of freeperdom love to add:
Republican Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves, while Sen. Robert Byrd of

West Virginia, a Democrat, was a member of the Ku Klux Klan. Right. Rattle
off these townhall.com geek-facts to a clutch of corn-rowed bubble-jacket
boolies in East New York and see how far it gets you. So whatchoo sayin',
son? I gots to be GOP? Da free market is mad tight? Fo-shizzle!
There is trace validity to this racism-denial by conservatives, particularly the
exposure of white liberals as having a paternalistic attitude toward blacks.
Which they do, but because the paternalism benefits blacks materially, it's the
lonely black who's genuinely upset by it. Hookers may not be proud of what
they do, but they don't turn down the cash. Conservative "outrage" about how
the poor blacks are turned lazy by liberals and their welfare, by contrast, is
heavily feigned. But feign they do, working themselves into a righteous lather about how Arthur Laffer is the true heir to Martin Luther King, Jr. Go tell it
on the mountain!
But the truth is that conservatism and racism are closely linked. Both summon experience and instinct as guides, both are jealous of territory, and neither flout natural orders for very long. It's the subconscious realization of this
truth that prompts mainstream conservatives go to ridiculous lengths to convince the world -- and themselves -- that they're not racist. The attempt at
self-delusion manifests itself in such tomes as Liberal Racism by Jim Sleeper
or The End of Racism by Dinesh D'Souza, elevation of such ridiculous characters as Alan Keyes to presidential candidacy primacy, or pretending that
J.C. Watts was congressional leadership material instead of admitting what
he really is, a nigger of the most common variety. Witness Republican conventions featuring "Turbo, the Republican Rapper." I know of what I speak.
Shit like that used to get me excited.
The phenomenon reveals the mental gymnastics that even thoughtful, politically engaged people are willing to perform in order to avoid thinking honestly about race. Culture, class, values, economics -- conservatives will cling
desperately to these abstractions to avoid facing the truth on the ground:
blacks and Hispanics have not, cannot and will not be the raw material for a
civilization that approaches anything like what they have in mind. Period. If
you seek to conserve anything, conservatives, you must first seek to conserve the race that made it.
The antics are amusing. Debate along the liberal-conservative spectrum
today is mostly a contest over whose ideology is most anti-racist.
Conservatives will speak of "school choice" in the same reverent tones as liberals speak of "civil rights." Oppose "school choice," and why, who are you,
Hitler? Oh, how good it feels to call the other side racist for once! I get a
newsletter from a libertarian legal outfit called the Institute for Justice, which
never fails to present itself as the champion of black women who would be
launching their race to riches with hair-braiding establishments were it not for
those burdensome regulations no doubt promulgated by big-government
racists at the health department.
Liberals and conservatives are tripping over each other in a mad scramble to
grab the golden ring of multiracialism. I even read an essay recently in which
the writer compared the Janet Jackson tit flash to Weimar Germany. Yeah!
O u r
declining
values
can only
be a preview of
Nazi takeover! Never mind living, breathing Jews pumping this stuff in 2004.
Let's talk about those darn racists! It's almost as if conservatives, aware that
they're "behind" when it comes to multiracial hipness, are pouring most of
their energy into this pursuit, rather than, say, I don't know, preserving our culture and some semblance of American freedom.

Colorblindness is blindness

The same realization also explains why "conservatism," even in its most
defanged incarnations, still retains a hint of the forbidden. In a typical college campus showdown, the lefties, liberals and other crunchy activists will
chant that the College Republicans are a bunch of racists. On cue, the
Republicans will deny it, holding up their pictures of the brown-skinned
Dinesh D'Souza like silver crosses. Affirmative action bake sale my ass.
For those who've missed it, campus Bushies have been attempting to garner attention with bake sales that offer different prices for similarly-sized
cookies depending on who's buying: $1 for whites, 25 cents for blacks, etc.
Tee-hee. The point being, all the races are the same, and isn't affirmative
action silly? Only in Amerikwa could students get in trouble for a stunt that
only seeks to affirm racial equality. But what's really going on is that the darkies sense, correctly, that however superficially sincere the point of the exercise, the College Republicans are Polo-wearing white kids contemptuous of
blacks and reluctant to associate with them unless they're Tiger Woods. The
random Asian in the club only serves to strengthen the point.
White liberals and white conservatives differ very little in their core regard for
blacks. Deep down, white liberals correctly see blacks as a perpetually inferior breed. If one happens to spring from the pack and start working calculus
functions in grade school, they're happy, but they really don't have high
expectations for the group.
Most are interested more in
feeling good about themselves, which for them
comes from doing whatever
they think will create the
impression of black success. White liberals have little interest in getting too
close to blacks, unless it's in
zoo-like settings where they
can ooh and aah over their
naturalness but there's thick
plexiglass in case anything
gets out of hand. So, you'll
find them putting up paintings of blacks or watching
PBS specials about jazz,
but never wandering around
the Bronx after dark. White
conservatives aren't much
different. They don't feel
quite the compulsion to
watch PBS, but still like to
think of themselves as nonracist "good guys." In the end, I think the only difference between white liberals and white conservatives is where they prefer to send the check: the welfare office or the prison. Why don't we stop writing the checks altogether?
The conservative conceit is funny, yes, but maddening. It's indicative of a
political thought process that seeks self-pleasure, not truth, and is thus understandable but not honorable. The conservative failure to see the truth of racial
difference is killing the white race. Conservatives, it's time to come down off
the trapeze and get to work.

The Christian
Conceit*
compiled by TAA Staff
[*

The conceit is that jews are Christians’ friends rather than their enemies.
The following stories won’t make your local paper. You won’t hear Pat
Robertson talk about them on cable. Billy Graham won’t write about them in
his syndicated column. But they show what
jews really are, and what they think about you,
Christian: you’re great cannon/commercial fodder, beyond that, you’re scum.]

TAA’s Constantin von Hoffmeister at Dresden rally
(At last officers understand from which direction danger comes.)

8,000 Nationalists Remember Dresden Holocaust
Waving black flags and banners, thousands of proud Germans marched
through the heart of Dresden yesterday [2/13/05] on the 60th anniversary of
the city's destruction by Allied bombers. In the largest nationalist demonstration in Germany's postwar history, about 8,000 people took part in a
"funeral march" to mourn the civilians burned alive by the allied attack.
Large numbers of riot police were drafted into Dresden as several hundred
anti-fascists hurled abuse at the far-right marchers and shouted: "Nazis out!"
The nationalists marched to the music of Wagner and Bach, blaring from
loudspeakers. As they crossed the Elbe towards the old city, they encountered several hundred anti-fascists. The organisers merely turned up the volume and played the Ride of the Valkyries.
The political establishment appears to have been taken completely unawares
by the far-right's recent renaissance and the rise of the neo-Nazi National
Party of Germany (NPD), which won 9.2% of the vote in last September's
elections in Saxony. Gerhard Schröder has hinted that he would try to ban the
NPD because a genuine alternative is against the spirit of democracy.

After infant's death, scrutiny on circumcision rite
By: JOANNE PALMER Jewish Telegraphic Agency
The death of one infant boy from herpes and the infection of two others has
focused attention on an ancient practice that is still used in Orthodox communities as they circumcise babies.
New York City health officials are investigating whether the mohel (ritual circumciser) who operated on the three boys had infected them. [He did.]
Fischer practices a custom called metzitzah b'peh -loosely translated as oral
suction - that is considered an integral part of the brit milah (ritual circumcision) in parts of the Jewish world...
In the third step [of circumcision], the mohel traditionally takes a sip of wine
in his mouth, quickly sucks the blood off [the baby’s penis] through the wine
and spits the mixture into a bowl to be discarded. That's metzitzah b'peh.

Spitting on God's Image
Christians complain of assaults
in Old City.
Tensions in Jerusalem's Old City have flared
following an incident during October [2004] in
which a Jewish seminary student spat at an
archbishop. It happened during a procession
from the city's Armenian Quarter to the Church
of the Holy Sepulcher, a site commemorating
Jesus' crucifixion and burial.
Israeli police arrested the seminary student, but
Christian clerics living in the walled Old City say
such assaults by Orthodox Jews are frequent.
"It happens maybe once a week," Armenian
Bishop Aris Shirvanian told Ecumenical News
International. "As soon as they notice a Christian clergyman, they spit.
Those who are 'respectful' turn their backs to us or the large cross that we
may carry. But the ones that are daring either spit on the ground or on the
person without provocation."
In the latest incident, a scuffle broke out after the Jewish seminary student
spat at the cleric, whose cross was ripped from his neck. The seminary student later told police he saw the religious procession as idolatry. Police said
an indictment is pending.
Shirvanian said spitting against Christian clergyman had been going on for
years. He said the assailants are religious Jews—men, women, teens, and
children. "This shows that it is a phenomenon that is prevailing in their religious education and it should be corrected," he said.

ADL Attacks Recut “Passion”
Leftists scoff at the notion jews control the media. Corporate control is the
problem, they say -- corporations caring only about profit. So why did jewcontrolled mega-conglomerates leave a billion dollars on the table by refusing to fund Mel Gibson’s world-captivating “Passion”? Lefty has no answer.
ADL press release: In the recut of his film "The Passion of the Christ," now in
theaters, Mel Gibson removed six minutes of violence, but chose to leave
untouched the anti-Jewish elements of the original, including scenes where
Jews are portrayed as villains and responsible for the death of Jesus. [“His
blood be on us and upon our children,” said the jews at the time.]
That’s what they call ‘chutzpah,’ folks. They kill Jesus -- you’re the bad guy.
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Movie Review: 'Gangs of New York'

Because of his philosophy of Blood
and Soil, Bill the Butcher is opposed to immigration. He sees immigration for what it was
then, and what it is now: A tool by which raceless, rootless men dispossess Americans of
their birthrights. In "Gangs" the representatives of this type are Abraham Lincoln and Boss Tweed.

by T.C. Lynch
"Gangs of New York" is an absolutely magnificent movie. It is
Martin Scorsese's best movie -- ever. Better even than "Taxi
Driver," which has been my favorite of his films until now.

In a brilliant sequence, Scorsese shows
how Lincoln's men took desperate young
Irishmen right off one boat, enlisted them in
the Union army to dispossess Southerners
of their birthrights, and then loaded them
onto another boat -- while at the same time
offloading coffin upon coffin of his victims.
This is why Bill the Butcher throws a knife
into a poster of Lincoln and starts a riot at a
performance of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." He
sees that Lincoln's artificial "Union" devoted
to the "proposition" of equality is the mortal
enemy of an organic community based on
blood. The blood of White men is more
valuable than the blood of Blacks. So
there is no reason for White men to die
for the freedom of Blacks.

"Gangs" is the story of the conflict between two criminals, Bill
"the Butcher" Cutting (Daniel Day Lewis) and Amsterdam
Vallon (Leonardo di Caprio), in New York's "Five Points" during
the American Civil War. Bill the Butcher is the head of the
"Native Americans" gang, fighting for the interests of those who
descended from the original settlers and founders of the United
States against recent immigrants, primarily from Ireland. The
immigrants are represented by the "Dead Rabbits," a gang led
by "Priest" Vallon (Liam Neeson).
The prologue of "Gangs" is set around fourteen years before
the main story. The Dead Rabbits and the Native Americans
meet to settle, by the "ancient laws of combat," who has control over Five Points. The battle is the most savage and gutwrenching I have seen on screen since "Braveheart." In the
end Priest Vallon is mortally wounded and then dispatched by
Bill the Butcher while young Amsterdam Vallon looks on in horror. Orphaned, he is taken to a reformatory, where he nurses
his resentment, gets into a lot of fights, and dreams of revenge.

Boss Tweed uses immigrant votes to defeat
nativist candidates, running the same people through the polls again and again until
Not human
the votes cast outnumber the potential voters. Don't laugh. That is how your votes are nullified today.

All grown up, Amsterdam returns to New York, joins Bill the
Butcher's gang, and gains first his trust and then his love,
becoming the son he never had. And the love of Bill the
Butcher is not something to be spurned. Not because he is a
An eye for honor
dangerous criminal who might take revenge, but because he is
a truly heroic and noble man, one of the most remarkable characters in film and literature -- ever. And
his portrayal by Daniel Day Lewis is one of the greatest film performances -- ever. (Given the mounting exposure of Jewish evil in the world, it only makes sense that Lewis and Scorsese were passed
over in the Oscars. The Jew Brody received the Best Actor and the Jew Polanski the Best Director
Oscars for what must be the six millionth holocaust flick, "The Pianist.")
Torn between his feelings for Bill the Butcher, who is the greatest man he has ever met, and the dead
father he barely knew, Amsterdam chooses revenge. Not that Amsterdam is unable to appreciate Bill
the Butcher's greatness. But in the end he succumbs to his own smallness. His chosen method of
revenge is equally small and cowardly. Instead of meeting Bill the Butcher in open combat, as
"Priest" Vallon did, Amsterdam tries to assassinate the Butcher "like a sneak thief" with a throwing
knife while he is celebrating the anniversary of his victory over the Priest.
It is an act of revenge that dishonors not only Amsterdam, but also his father, who was cut from the
same noble stuff as Bill the Butcher. The Butcher respects him as the "only man he ever killed worth
remembering." It is a brutal irony that Priest Vallon was better honored by the man who killed him
than by the son who avenged him.
The assassination fails, and Bill the Butcher
leaves Amsterdam alive, to experience the shame
of his cowardice and defeat and perhaps to recover his honor, just as "Priest" Vallon once let a
defeated Bill the Butcher live to redeem himself.
The Butcher's mistake is that such tactics only
work against honorable men, and Amsterdam
Vallon is not an honorable man. Amsterdam Vallon
is supposed to be the hero of this film, but he is
utterly despicable, and he never redeems himself
in the end.
"Gangs" proves that director Scorsese is a genius
of subversion. Like Travis Bickle in "Taxi Driver,"
Bill the Butcher presents a coherent and compelling critique of the society of his time. And like
Travis Bickle, Bill the Butcher is portrayed as a
psychopath and a criminal. But both Bickle and
The Butcher are alienated and "maladjusted"
because they are idealists frustrated by the corruption of the world around them. They take to
violence only because society falls short of their
ideals. They see violence as the only way to
restore the proper order of things. They are instruments of a higher justice, a justice that requires
the system be overthrown.

something. He has a birthright, a blood
right, not a mere abstract "human" right
that does not distinguish him from a
Hottentot or a Papuan.

rights -- blood rights.

Another category of raceless profiteers on immigration are the businessmen who use it to depress
wages, paying an Irishman a nickel to do the job an American once did for a dollar. Nothing, apparently, has changed.
The main objects of Bill the Butcher's wrath are the Irish, but it is clear that he opposes the Irish
because they are immigrants, not the immigrants because they are Irish. Indeed, the man in the film
he admires most is Priest Vallon, and he employs Irishmen in his gang. This is important to note,
because one effect of "Gangs" is to exacerbate Irish resentment against the American establishment
and promote a mindless attachment to open borders, because, after all, the Irish were unwelcome
immigrants too. Just for the record: I love Irish people, Irish literature, and Irish folk music. But that
does not blind me to what I like to call "the Irish Question."
There is an Irish Question for the same reason that there is a Jewish Question: the Irish are good at
holding grudges, and they have carried their grudge against the English to America, directing it
against the White Anglo-Saxon Protestants who founded and used to run this country. The divisive
presence of the Irish was an important factor in the rise of our present Jew-dominated system, and
although the Irish are slated for eventual extermination along with the rest of us, they still enjoy a
higher status in the Propasphere than any other White ethnic group.
That's why Americans all celebrate Saint Patrick's Day, but not Saint George's Day. That's why on television and in the movies so many of the positive White characters (crusading liberal attorneys, meddling social workers, sensitive cops,
and all manner of career girls) have Irish
names. That's why the multicultural "Rainbow
Confederates" of the League of the South promote the myth of a "Celtic" Confederacy in a
pathetic attempt to align themselves with a
Jew-approved White ethnic category, which in
effect would assure them only of being on the
LAST cattle car to the extermination camps.
In this context, Amsterdam Vallon can be seen,
not merely as an individual Irishman, but as a
symbol of the Irish Question. He has inherited
a grudge. He is sick with self-pity and eaten up
by resentment. He tosses his Bible in the river
when released from the reformatory, but uses
the Catholic Church as a rallying place when it
suits him politically. He even prays for victory.
In his resentment against Bill the Butcher, the
American of Blood and Soil, he allows himself
to be used by Boss Tweed, the rootless
System man, to strip Americans of their
birthrights. He is too stupid, or too blinded by
his own pettiness, to see that the system he is
aiding will in the end destroy him and his kind
too.
The fact that the same System is at war with both Americans and immigrants is underscored by the
backdrop of the film's climax: the great New York draft riots of 1863. When the System began to draft
men into the Union army, but allowed the rich to buy exemptions, the poor rioted. Politicians and
Blacks were lynched; the military was called in to restore order; thousands were killed. Scorsese's
handling of the riots is brilliant. (They were especially satisfying to me because he destroys all the
props and accessories from his worst movie, "The Age of Innocence." These were so obtrusive that
the film seemed like a cross between Merchant-Ivory and the Home Shopping Network.)

What will you defend with your life?

Hollywood would never allow the sentiments of Travis Bickle or Bill the Butcher to be uttered by
heroes, but they think it safe to put them in the mouths of villains. Smugly conventional people will, of
course, dismiss anything said by a criminal or a "psycho," no matter how coherent and compelling.
But people with minds accept the truth no matter who speaks it. People of honor admire heroism no
matter who displays it.
Bill the Butcher is a far more articulate hero than Travis Bickle, and "Gangs" presents a far more
complex criticism of American society than "Taxi Driver." According to Bill the Butcher, America is not
an "idea" like freedom or equality. It is not a political or economic "system" like capitalism or democracy. America is an organic community, a community of blood: a community purchased by the blood
of its founders to safeguard the blood of their posterity. Bill the Butcher's father spilled his blood fighting for America. Bill the Butcher was born in this country. And that, to his mind, should count for

"Gangs" has been criticized because the riots overwhelm and literally obscure the battle between Bill
the Butcher and Amsterdam Vallon. But that's the point. The great tragedy of this film is the tragedy
of the White race as a whole: We are divided by language, culture, religion, and ancient, senseless
grudges, which drive the best of us -- the Bill the Butchers and Priest Vallons -- to slaughter each
other, when we should be uniting to destroy the System that was, and still is, destroying us.
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Movie Review: 'Ride with the Devil'
by Alex Linder

There are two scenes that capture the
heart of the struggle. One I've mentioned,
and will return to. The other is a dinner at
which Jake and his "brother" John Bull sit
down with a rich Southern Missourian
who's helping them hide out over the winter. He's a businessman who has traveled,
and is about to move his family to Texas for
the duration. He sees what's going to happen, and his exchange with Jake and John bears the gravitas of the issue:

Sometime back around 1928, a big cat curled its lip and
snarled for the last time in the Show-Me State, as a farmer
somewhere down in the Ozarks drew a bead and put it
out of his misery. The last Missouri man was extinguished
something of the same way, sixty years earlier. But there
was a time...
Set in Missouri, "Ride with the Devil" is one of the five
best movies I've ever seen, and far and away the best treatment
of the "Civil War." I'm prejudiced because my people have lived in
Missouri since the early 1800s, so I liked seeing on film the rolling
hills and the woodsy countryside that make Missouri a green and
pleasant place, and it's inherently interesting to see on screen
political struggles my family was bound in a number of ways. But
these aside, this picture by Taiwanese Ang Lee does an impressive job evoking the men and mentalities that culminated in the
war between states -- or within a state, in Missouri's case. In
sticking to the small scale, "Ride with the Devil" captures the big
picture better than movies essaying the Grand Sweep, as these
typically collapse in Importance.
"Ride with the Devil" shows you what happens when men who
live next door to one another disagree over questions that one of
them, at least, can't compromise, thereby forcing the other to kill
or conform. Moreover, it nails the specific mindsets at odds in the
Anti-American Crusade, and in dramatizing their conflict raises an
even deeper question, and one I'd never really considered before,
having more or less swallowed whole the idea found in
Goldwater's Conscience of Conservative that our goal is maximum liberty consistent with civilized order. But...is liberty consistent in any way with civilized order? Can civilized men be free? Or
is freedom inherently and essentially feral, and civilization a fettered subordination different in degree but not in kind from slavery? This movie comes very close to showing that feral men are
the only free men. When I reflect on today's professional
defenders of "freedom," the writers at LewRockwell.com, for
example, I feel the matter all but cinched. For Lew Rockwell
is most assuredly no Celtic-American Eagle riding back into
Freeport and certain death because, goddamn it, he's from
there, and no man or hundred men are going to chase him
from his home. Lew's freedom is the freedom of the baby to
crawl from one side of its playpen to the other. More on this
in a moment. But first this ejaculation: what a thing is art!
How superior it is to jewish "psychology" in picking at manticking. How clearer a pane it puts before our wondering
eyes than some cheap reduction to sex or money drives.
Art shows you things in the world and in yourself you but
dimly sensed before it put them in aesthetic relief. This film
is good art, and as you know, good art is always, and particularly these days, in short supply.
Missouri is a Southern state with thick streaks of North, such as
the swath through the midsection along the Missouri river where
Germans came to settle in the mid-19th century. Missouri was
home to many Germans who came over after the failed socialist
revolutions of 1848, as Jimmy Cantrell and others have written,
and these made for natural union men - believers in Equality as a
religious ideal, and believers in the state's right to force egalitarian
ideology on free men. Even if those free men were there first, and
had given birth to the nation in the first place. These German
socialists, with their Protestant state-worship and soldierly cultural
traditions, made natural military fodder for the descendants of
Puritans controlling the East and Upper Midwest, and the nation
as a whole, politically. These WASPs, led by the Lincoln my
ancestor Usher Linder and Stephen Douglas battled against, used
the new Germans in the Midwest and the new Irish in the
Northeast to crush the real American spirit embodied in the Celtic
traditions and people of the South. The victors called it a new
birth of American freedom, but in fact it was and remains the
defining American tragedy, turning us from a motley collection of
free and weird states into a Levy's Bargain Basement one-sizefits-all Leviathan Leisure Suit. The mentality that destroyed freedom yesterday in the South and the North today is bent on the
physical genocide of the White race -- not just in the South and
the North, but worldwide, wherever Whites have settled. It’s genocidal campaign is carried out not via cavalry waves but airwaves.
Against the Northern moralizers array the Southerners, true
Americans, and Celtic in culture - fighting, fiddle-playing feral
farmers. Among these numbers the film's protagonist, Jake
Roedel, with the ironic twist that he is ethnically German.
"Dutchy," as they call him, was born in Germany, but raised in
Missouri, and as Southern as anyone. Against the wishes of his

father, who wants him to wait out the war in
Union-controlled safety in St. Louis, he
sticks with his Southern kin, and joins up
with ragtag bands of so-called
Bushwackers who do battle with feds and
"Jayhawkers" - abolitionist Kansans who
put torch and bullet to Southern sympathizers wherever they find them. In other
words, the war in Missouri was a nasty
neighborliness, with ambushes and burnouts the order of the day.

Mr. Evans: Half Missouri's going to Texas. State's thick
with invaders. We cannot drive them away.
John Bull: We have a different thought. I still want to
fight. Reckon I'll always want to fight them.
Mr. Evans: You ever been to Lawrence, Kansas, young
man?
John Bull: No, I reckon not, Mr. Evans. Don't believe I'd
be too welcome in Lawrence.
Mr. Evans: Before this war began, my business took me
there often. And as I saw these Northerners begin to build
that town, I witnessed the seeds of our destruction being
sown. The founding of that town was truly the beginning of
the Yankee invasion. I'm not speaking of numbers, or even
abolitionist troublemakers. It was the schoolhouse. Before
they built their churches, they built that schoolhouse. And
they lettered every tailor's son and farmer's daughter in the
county.
John Bull: Spelling won't help you hold a plow any
firmer. Or a gun either.
Mr. Evans: No, it won't, Mr. Chiles, but my point is
merely that they rounded every pup up into that schoolhouse because they fancied that everyone should think
and talk the same freethinking way they do, with no
regard to station, custom, or propriety. And that is why
they will win. Because they believe everyone should live
and think just like them. And we shall lose. Because we
don't care one way or another how they live, we just
worry about ourselves.
John Bull: Are you saying, sir, that we fight for nothing?

Anderson

Quantrill

Mr. Evans: Far from it, Mr. Chiles. You fight for everything that we ever had. It's just that we don't have it anymore.
Jake Roedel: (with feeling) When you get back from Texas, it'll
be here waiting for you. Jack and me will see to it.
Mr. Evans: Well...yes...thank you, son. (changes subject)
As you can see, the boys are stouthearted, but naive. No matter
how heroic, and how "morally right" they are, their side will lose.
Because might makes right, and the numbers and aggressive
mentality are on the side of the North, no matter what the
Constitution says, or what the people want.
Over time and through battles and losses and injuries, Roedel and
the ex-slave who's one of their band of four become friends of a
sort, and begin to see that their continued participation is not
going to change anything substantial. Although there's never any
indication they see their cause as wrong, the fact is they were
drawn into the fight more for personal than political reasons in the
first place, and so they begin to see at a certain point that their
bushwacking is simply killing and burning out innocent people.
The issue is decided, it's time to move on.
Not all the Bushwackers feel this way. It’s do or die to some. One
of these is Pitt Mackeson, who's been a thorn in Roedel's side the
whole movie, distrusting his being ‘Dutch,’ and his friendship with
the nigger. Finally he shoots him in the leg in the middle of a firefight with the Union boys after the Lawrence raid. Mackeson is
either a sadist or simply a feral human being. He certainly
believes in the cause, but it's pretty clear, killing people for the
sheer sport of it and for the plunder run a close second. He's
about as close to feral as a human gets. He nearly shoots Roedel
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eating breakfast in Lawrence when Roedel prevents him from
murdering the old couple running the restaurant. The contrast
between the old man blubbering thanks -- cut off by irritated, civilized Southerner Roedel -- and the fearless but ferally dangerous
Mackeson is sharp and effective. The scene at the very end,
though, is unforgettable.

Mackeson's, as I say, a Southern Bill the Butcher, the guy who
protected his own New York turf from Irish invaders in "Gangs of
New York." All Pitt's really doing is sticking up for his people and
his way of life. I just have a funny feeling that the wrong side won.
I have a funny feeling that the North winning wasn't progress. I
have a funny feeling that there's a straight line from the Roedel
character, killer of fifteen men, to the pitiful whitemice victims
sucking each other off at nigger behest in the Wichita Massacre,
then driving to ATM for money before lying down in snow to await
kill shot. I can't help but think of the little kid here in Missouri
whose name, if I recall, was Jake Robel, who was carjacked to
death by a nigger the likes of which the descendants of Jake
Roedel are too Christian-goopy to deal with. I got a feeling when
we put down men like Pitt Mackeson we committed suicide in the
name of Christ and compassion. Biology deals a rough hand, and
Christianity has never trumped it, lies about Resurrection be
damned. This world is all there ever was, is, or will be. It ain't no
fun when the Rapturebunny's got the gun.

Convalescing at a sympathizer's home with the snaggletoothsome
Jewel, whom he he marries after his brother, who married her first
and sired a pup on her, is killed, Roedel decides to take his new
family to California. The ex-slave says he'll stay with them through
the danger zone, then take off for Texas to look for his mother. For
they've heard Mackeson, now a land pirate, has said he's going to
come by and finish Jake off. As they're camped out, Roedel with
his wife and nephew, his bushwacker locks sheared, signifying his
return to civilized life, they hear a noise and see Mackeson and
one last diehard coming through the woods on horseback. He
offers Mackeson some chicory, and asks what they're about. They
tell him Quantrill and Black John have been killed, their heads put
on pikes, paraded through town, with photos in papers. It’s over.
But not for them. They're heading back to Freeport for a drink.
"Hell, man, there's 200 federals in Freeport, you can't go in
there."
“Wrong, Dutchy. I am going in there. For certain sure going in
there. I want a drink. They have drinks in Freeport."
"They'll kill ya. Best stay clear out of there."
"I don't think so, Dutchy. I don't reckon I'll clear out of where I
was born. You see, that there was my hometown. And I reckon I'll
go on in and have me a drink there."
"They'll kill you sure."
"(Laughs) What a horrible fate. Oh, what a horrible fate!"
Then Roedel whips his shotgun on him. These men don't care
about their own lives, and would think nothing of killing the four of
them. He draws a bead on Mackeson, can kill him if he wants. But
he draws the bead up. The camera flips on Mackeson, light eyed
and hovering, floating above Dutchy on horseback, completely
fearless, shifting back and forth as his horse moves, studying him.
A predator. A specific predator. An eagle. An American eagle. As
American as the eagle in Bill the Butcher's glass eye. I believe
that is what Ang Lee is trying to show with the camera work. This
man is truly free. Truly American. He may be a sadistic and incorrigible feral, but he's a slave to no man, and that fits Dutchy
Hegel's definition. Nor is he what the man on the other end of the
firestick has become: a pre-suburbanite. "Come on, Turner," Pitt
finally says, as always with a bit of mock in his voice, and he turns
the horse south to Freeport, and with him goes whatever America
really was...to die. To be killed by whatever America is, and let me
tell you, friend, it ain't as much as it’s jewish publicists claim.

This scene really moved me the first time I saw it. By god:
I'm not a cog.
I'm not a resource.
I'm a man.
And if no one else take me serious, well so I take myself.
And that is worth killing or dying over.
The sight of the last two Missouri freemen, one of them shot
through the mouth, unable to enunciate because of his buckshot
palate, but still game and untame; the other a pure-out wildman
riding back through the woods in search of the way we were, it
pulls at you.
Why does nothing good ever last?
Why does the scum always rise to the top?
Why don't the good guys ever win?
Watching it a second time a couple days after seeing Gibson's
"Passion," I could only think of how much better a filmmaker Lee
is than Gibson. Gibson in two hours of stagy torture didn't get near
what Lee captured in the Mackeson character and his feral
indomitability. Maybe it's just that I prefer someone willing to fight
and die for his cause more than someone willing to suffer and die
for it. Better murder than martyr, I say. Better Mackeson than
Jesus. Better to discriminate and fight than dissolve and love.

Lee may even be making the case that America-the-land-of-thefree can't survive not merely public schooling, but the written word
itself. The Southerners are depicted as illiterate, yet knowing all
they need to know to farm and fight effectively. Roedel seems to
be the only one who can read. He's often shown poring over a
book. The rest of the boys ask him to read letters taken from prisoners. There's a stark difference in the cultures at odds here, very
much along the lines Mr. Evans pointed out. Let's make a chain:
the written word leads to public schools leads to mass indoctrination leads to slavery. No one would ever think to question the
value of teaching people to read, so let's question it. Is it possible
that what we call civilization is built on reading, and that reading is
mind indoctrination more than mind extension? Would we be better off if the ten percent capable of college material were self-educated, and the rest left to their own devices? If not, you must be
prepared to argue that the mass of "input" called "education" is on
the whole true and worthwhile; a collective positive. I think that is
quite debatable. I think, per Twain, another good Missourian, that
it is better to remain ignorant than to know things that "just ain't
so." What is public school but an attempt to indoctrinate things
that "just ain't so" before the student has enough experience of
the world to teach him otherwise? Was America freer before or
after public schooling became ubiquitous? Was America freer
when her government was dominated by Southerners or by
Northeasterners?
How are we doing today, now that the mass-uniform Northern spirit dominates everywhere, and the specific items of indoctrination
are determined by jews who picked up where Lincoln left off?
Wouldn't you rather take your chances dealing with the odd feral
Mackeson out to do you in, in exchange for genuine freedom of
mind and money? I hope your answer is yes.
Go rent this movie and ask yourself at what point White evolution
veal-stalled. And what you can do to unbox it.
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[Reaction, Letters, Continued from 2]
Ed.: In other words, Lobotomy majors know that free speech is best
served when everybody agrees with the jew-lib consensus built on the
Big Lie that race does not exist. Hey, Index: is “white trash” hate
speech? It must not be since you use it. Is there some objective definition of ‘hate,’ or is the application controlled by one side of the debate?
Cuz I don’t think I’ve ever seen a jew described as a hater. Have you
reading this ever seen a jew called a hater? A jew group called a hate
group? Anyone? ... If I try to warn white girls by printing a graphic
pointing out that black males are 46 times likelier to carry syphilis than
white boys, am I therefore a hater? What about the folks who cover that
information up? By the way, girls, black males are also 14 times likelier to carry AIDS than white males. Not my figures, the government’s.
Which means the real figures are worse, and probably substanitally so.
The government, like jewess Palmer, like the Index, is, how to put it,
uncomfortable with the truth. It looks so...racist.

Aurora, Missouri weekly shopping guide, a paper with distribution of roughly
10,000. The Aurora Advertiser, which owns the weekly paper, refused to run
the ad.
More Americans these days are asking why a group convicted of numerous
felonies, the ADL, is allowed to “train” cops that normal white men are
“extremists” and “haters.” There’s only one reason: jews control the media
and prevent you, the average White they hate, from discovering the truth.
The ADL is the successor to the NKVD, a jew-run Soviet agency that oversaw the murder of sixty to eighty million White Christians in Russia and
Eastern Europe last century. Like its sister, the ADL keeps tens of thousand
of files on people it hates. As the Mossad’s arm in America, it works to facilitate physical and character assassination of anyone who defends America’s
interests against Israel.
LETTER TO EDITOR OF KIRKSVILLE DAILY EXPRESS IN RESPONSE TO
ARTICLE "Truman State Unity Luncheon Commemorates Dr. King's Dream"
1/28/05

The most ridiculous reaction to a distribution came in Columbia, Missouri,
from clown-college dropout/pig-inseminator Tony Messenger:
Ignorant racists try to ply their trade in Columbia
By TONY MESSENGER [10/19/04]
The terrorism threat in Missouri is real, but it’s not al-Qaida foreign fighters
we should fear. It’s a white man from Kirksville named Alex Linder.
The 38-year-old white supremacist thug is one of our nation’s dirty little
secrets. While we wage a worldwide war against real and dangerous terrorists, Linder and his brand of hate fly under the radar screen as though
Timothy McVeigh and the Oklahoma City bombing never occurred.
On Sunday, the neo-Nazi punk announced his presence in Columbia.
Linder is the leader of a white supremacist movement known as the
Vanguard News Network. Through his Internet presence, he spreads hateful
messages that attack anybody who isn’t white. Linder hates Jews. He hates
blacks. He hates Latinos. He hates journalists. He hates anybody who isn’t
ignorant enough to spout his Hitleresque mottos. Like many white supremacists, he’s turned to the Internet as the easiest way to spread his messages.
The movement appears to be working, with thousands of hate sites setting
up shop in the past decade, say officials who watch such things.
Not satisfied with a tiny hold of the Internet hate world, Linder started a newspaper for his Vanguard network. Copies were distributed in Columbia this
weekend. Some Columbians were unfortunate enough to go out to their
driveways to pick up their Sunday newspapers and also see the first copy of
Linder’s trashy attempt at a newspaper. "Vanguard News Network presents
the Aryan alternative. Uncensored news for whites," it trumpets.
What follows are 12 pages of garbage not worthy of the ink and paper they
wasted.
[Translation: If “racism” is ignorant, it ought to be easy to refute. You’ll notice
that Tony doesn’t try. He dare not quote us or he’ll lose his reader to our
logic. As we say, There is no intelligent opposition to White Nationalism.]

Editor:
It is disturbing to see KDE (1/27/05) fall in line with the forces building a cult
around the corrupt and predatory Martin Luther King. Here are a few facts
your reporter and the people he interviewed left out:
1) King stole his Ph.D. thesis. (Many of his speeches, too.) It is particularly
ironic that young students are encouraged to admire and to ape this worldclass academic fraud.
2) Boston University and the controlled media covered up King's plagiarism
for decades, and even when the truth escaped continued to refer to King by
the unearned title. Any teacher or professor who perpetuates this imposture
devalues his own degree and shows himself unfit to teach.
3) The night before his murder, the married King holed up in a Memphis hotel
room for a marathon bout of drinking and screwing with three, yes, three
white whores, one of whom he beat severely.
Man of peace? with a beautiful vision? Nope. Just another nigger. And that
is why the powers that be have sealed off King's records from public inspection until the late 2020s.
The state doesn't trust you with the facts about MLK, fellow citizens. Why do
you think that is?
I'll answer the question. It's because learning the truth about King, official
state idol of the new dark age, leads to dropping out of the white self-hating
'Tards' Crusade for diversity and multiculturalism, which is, after all, nothing
but euphemism for White dispossession en route to White genocide.

The first half of March brought a fascinating case study in media prejudice.
The wife of a federal judge was murdered, and within minutes the common
media were blaming White Nationalists because Judge Lefkow had ruled in
a case involving Matt Hale. VNN insisted from day one that there was not a
single piece of evidence that a WN had committed the crime. Nevertheless,
the jew-controlled media had their theme, and they ran with it. TAA Editor
Linder was approached by the New York Times for an interview, but he
turned them down. NYT may be the paper of record, the paper that the TV
networks and other papers nationwide turn to when deciding whether
something is a story, and if so how to frame it, but to VNN/TAA, NYT will
always be the paper that accepted a Pulitzer Prize for covering up the
judeo-Bolshevik murder of seven to ten million people in the Ukraine.
Walter Duranty won that prize, and the jew-owned, jew-edited, jew-controlled NYT has refused to correct history by returning it. Nevertheless, a
number of papers went ahead and quoted people on our forum to sustain
their case that WN were gloating over the Lefkow murders. That was an
unfair characterization, but the media ain’t fair nohow, no way, no day. Go
to google/news sometime, if you ever want to learn how the media really
operate. This case offered the perfect example. Only the AP does reporting, and it only puts on the wire what fits The Agenda. In this instance, that
meant blaming Whites, evidence be damned. Every story that AP’s Don
Babwin wrote suggesting that Matt Hale was the focus of the investigation
was picked up by virtually every daily newspaper in the U.S. The ONE
story he wrote pegged to Michael Lefkow’s law partner suggesting the FBI
ought to be looking harder at old clients was picked up by THREE papers
in the time we counted. The media have no interest in the facts of a case.
The minute they can’t pin the blame on the parties they hate, or advance
The Agenda in some other way, they move on to something else. The
media are egregious, jew-controlled, and utterly untrustworthy. An example
for you Kirksville people reading this. Did you know that the guy who got
seven years for burning out his girlfriend’s apartment was a nigger? Not if
you read the Kirksville Daily Express. Did you know that a local Mexican
restaurant owner has a bunch of his workers in a trailer, and that they’re
already giving the cops headaches? Not if you read the KDE. And so it
goes on a national -- nay, global -- scale. You can’t trust anything you read
in any paper that is part of the controlled media. And this is probably the
one paper you’ve read in your life that isn’t. ... We’ll be back again soon,
hopefully a shorter interval this time. We’d like to get to where we publish
every two months. We’ve just been called vicious haters and all-around
horrible people by the kike running the UCLA law school. Why? Because
we pointed out that 60% of his faculty are jews. We then expanded the
search to the top ten law schools and found the same thing. More on this in
issue #3. E/mail your address to box on back, we’ll see you get a copy, no
charge. Until then, keep it White. -- A. Linder

This is the Holocaust.

My heart aches for the poor "essay winners" subjected to the child abuse
called "public education" because their foolish parents don't know any better.
And it burns with rage that White earners are enslaved to raise the tax money
to pay for this genocidal brainwashing. And my lip curls with scorn for newspapers afraid to print facts because they aren't "nice."
Alex Linder

Glenn Miller responded to Messenger’s mess with a letter that was printed:
Vanguard News Network tells of whites’ oppression [10/23/04]
Editor, the Tribune: Tony Messenger in his Tuesday column charged me with
being a coward, a terrorist threat and linked me to Timothy McVeigh and the
Oklahoma City bombing because I helped with publication of "Vanguard
News Network - Uncensored News for Whites," a few hundred copies of
which were distributed in Columbia.
I am a 63-year-old grandfather with five children. I am an honorably retired
U.S. Army master sergeant who served two tours of combat duty in Vietnam
and l3 years in the Green Berets. I am a law-abiding citizen, verifiable by the
authorities in my home county where I’ve lived with my family for the past 11
years.
I am a proud white man, and I am sick of what is being done to my people.
My race is suffering genocide as proved by demographics. Whites are
decreasing in number while all others are increasing dramatically. Over l0
million nonwhite illegal aliens have invaded my country, and my government
refuses to stop the invasion. Millions of American jobs are exported to nonwhite countries. My children and grandchildren are second-class citizens
because of the color of their skin as a result of so-called affirmative action
programs.
The Vanguard News Network newspaper publishes facts and viewpoints I
agree with and am helping to bring to my fellow citizens.
Messenger has clearly endangered my life and the lives of my children and
grandchildren. Therefore, I respectfully ask you to print a retraction, and an
apology to me, my family and to all Americans who believe in free speech
and freedom of the press.

From an interview with Contentious Times, a magazine for high-school and
college students in the Pacific northwest.
Read the full interview at http://www.vanguardnewsnetwork.com/2005/
LinderContentiousTimesFinal.htm.
Vanguard News Network is a white supremacist online news site. Founder
and Editor Alex Linder agreed to submit to a cross-examination from
Contentious Times about his racial beliefs. What resulted was a three-session interview consisting of highly volatile content. Linder's eloquence was
both persuasive and self-damning. This material is raw and highly offensive.
And it's real. This is the interview for anyone who thought racism was an ailment of generations past, that bigotry was an ugly thing of years ago. It's for
anyone who laughs at jokes about race and thinks it harmless. It's for anyone who sits by as a racial slur slips from the mouth of a neighbor. And its
also for everyone who values free speech. This interview was conducted by
Contentious Times editor Nina Neff. Profane racial slurs used by Linder have
been replaced by (n.s.) throughout the text. [Ed.: reversed by us. Note that
Neff has no problem printing 'white trash.']
Contentious: You are a self-proclaimed "racist," which is usually thought of as
a derogatory term. What redeeming qualities does racism have?

This is the Holocaust on
Slim-Fast.

Linder: Races differ in substantial and extremely important ways. The most
intelligent man this continent ever produced, Thomas Jefferson, was a racist,
as were all of the Founders. 'Racism' as used today is a verbal bomb used
to scare White people away from realizing that they have interests -- and
fighting to defend them. A new generation of Whites isn't scared off by the
term, and combats directly the jews responsible for it by building media and
politics outside their control.
Contentious: What about racial equality do you find threatening?

Glenn Miller

What’s a hate group? A group jews hate. And want you to hate, too.
U.S. Attorneys Hate Crimes Task Force MINUTES
MEMORANDUM
TO: US Attorneys Hate Crimes Task Force
FROM: Karen Aroesty, Anti-Defamation League [ADL = convicted felons]
RE: Current Events; Meeting Minutes
Below are meeting minutes from the June and September meetings. The
article below follows two distribution events, one last weekend, and one
overnight last night of the Vanguard News Network "Aryan Alternative". In
addition, Frazier Glenn Miller, formerly of the neo-Nazi group The Order,
recently tried to place ad advertisement for the "Aryan Alternative" in the

Linder: Equality among races does not exist. It CANNOT exist. My emotional reaction to that FACT does not matter, since the fact does not vary with my
opinion, but exists whether I like it or not. The FACT is that subspecies of animal CANNOT occupy the same territory. One drives out the other. Your question suggests you have been brainwashed to believe that equality of races
both can exist and is desirable. But it cannot and it does not, and attempts to
impose it only lead to misery.
[...]
Whites used to protect themselves by segregation. But the jews outlawed
that in the sixties. The liberation of blacks was the effective enslavement of
whites. Did you know that Haiti used to be the richest state in North
America? Now it's the poorest. What happened? The black slaves rebelled
and killed every white on the island. And it quickly became a slum, and has
been ever since.
Race is the key to understanding history. [link to rest of interview above]

Any questions?
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Q ‘n’ A on: America's Jewish Problem...
Do jews wreck nations? Let's ask two jews who've studied the question in depth.
"Whatever their situation...in almost every country about which we have information, a segment of the Jewish
community played a very vital role in movements designed to undermine the existing order." -- Stanley Rothman
and S. Robert Lichter in Roots of Radicalism: Jews, Christians and the Left (Transaction Publishers, 1982/1996, p.
110)
How involved were jews in the decadence of the sixties?
"In Joseph Adelson's early 1960s research into politics and personality at the University of Michigan, fully 90% of
the radical subjects had Jewish backgrounds." -- Rothman and Lichter (p. 81)
Two-thirds of the whites who went south in Freedom Summer of 1964 were Jews. -- Joshua Halberstam in
Schmoozing: the Private Conversations of American Jews (Perigee Books, 1997, p. 244)
Did jews create the same problems in pre-Hitler Germany they're now creating in America?
"[T]hey [Jews] violently attacked everything about German society. They despised the military, the judiciary, and the
middle class in general." -- Rothman and Lichter (p. 85)
Do jews in America share that attitude?
"The people who are in a position of creative authority in television feel very much at war with the power centers of
American life, as they see them. They see the businessman class, the heir class, the military officer caste, the people from Grosse Pointe, the people in restricted communities, the people in small towns who continuously resist all
the political guidance of the people in big cities, as their enemies." -- Ben Stein in The View from Sunset Boulevard
What's the relation between jews and the left?
"Jews played a decisive role in the pacifist and feminist movements, and in the campaigns for sexual enlightenment.
The left-wing intellectuals did not simply 'happen to be mostly Jews,' as some pious historiography would have us
believe, but Jews created the left-wing intellectual movement in Germany." -- Rothman and Lichter (p. 85)
"The spokesmen for groups like the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America and Lesbian Task Force are all
too often Jewish. Many of the member organizations of the Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice are Jewish.
The membership of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), a champion of ultra-liberal causes, is disproportionately high in Jews. The ACLU's leadership is almost reminiscent of a temple board meeting.... So many of the
enthusiasts for the radical homosexual agenda, increased immorality, and expanded abortion rights are
Jewish....Decent, ordinary Americans are forced to begin to question whether Jews are bad for this country."
-- Rabbi Daniel Lapin in America's Real War
What about feminism?
"[M]any of the [feminist] movement's pioneers were Jews: Betty Friedan, Gloria Steinem, Shulamith Firestone,
Susan Brownmiller, Robin Morgan, Andrea Dworkin, among others." -- Halberstam (p. 115)
*****
We interrupt this QnA with a pop quiz: Which major sports league commissioner isn't a jew: Gary Bettman (NHL),
Paul Tagliabue (NFL), Bud Selig (MLB) or David Stern (NBA)?
Answer: Bettman is. Stern is. Selig is. We’re not sure about Tagliabue. All we know is he’s accepted multiple awards
from Jewish organizations.
******
Why is tv electronic sewage?
"[In] a few key sectors of the media, notably among Hollywood studio executives, Jews are so numerically dominant
that calling these businesses Jewish-controlled is little more than a statistical observation." -- J. J. Goldberg in
Jewish Power: Inside the American Jewish Establishment (Addison-Wesley, 1996, p. 280)
"Take my industry -- media. Let's face it, Jews have long been and continue to be leaders in creating the images
that describe America." -- Joshua Halberstam (p. 69)
"The TV people see certain classes as their enemy from long ago. Moreover, they still see those people as enemies, except now a sea change has occurred. Instead of having to work out of nothing to become something, the
TV people are now in a position to dominate society. They can contend with the businessman class, with the military class, with small town gentry, with anyone for the leadership role in society....But they realize that other
power centers must be denigrated and humiliated if they are to take the top positions....
"When the people who make television are seen in this light -- as a highly articulate, well-heeled, highly motivated
class on the move, eager to dominate the other powerful classes and groups in society -- their entire political and
social posture becomes clearer. They are doing neither more nor less than seeking to move their class to the top of
the heap and to displace whatever stands in the way. By their intelligence and the power of technology, they
stand astride the most powerful media instrument of all time. This tiny community in Hollywood has been
given the fulcrum that can move the world -- and its members know how to use it."... -- Ben Stein
How closely tied were jews to the late Soviet Union? Were they in any way responsible for its unprecedented mass
murders of tens of millions of Whites Christians?
"The idea that the Bolshevik regime was a Jewish one gained popularity because of the relatively large numbers of
Jews who in 1917 suddenly rushed into governmental posts from which they had been barred under the tsars. So
striking was the prominence of Jews in high places that when it was proposed that a Jewish ticket be put forth in
the elections to the Constituent Assembly, Maxim Vinaver commented, 'Why do Jews need a separate ticket?
Whichever party wins, we will still be the winners." Zvi Gitelman in Jewish Nationalism and Soviet Politics: The
Jewish Sections of the CPU, 1917-1930 (Princeton University Press, 1972, p. 114)
"Marx, Ferdinand Lassalle, and Eduard Bernstein [were] men of Jewish origin who laid the foundations of communism and socialism." -- Louis Rapoport in Stalin's War Against the Jews. The Doctors' Plot and the Soviet Solution
(Free Press, 1990, p. 15)
"Immediately after the Revolution, many Jews were euphoric over their high representation in the new government.
Lenin's first Politburo was dominated by men of Jewish origins....Under Lenin, Jews became involved in all
aspects of the Revolution, including its dirtiest work. Despite the Communists' vow to eradicate anti-Semitism, it
spread rapidly after the Revolution -- partly because of the prominence of so many Jews in the Soviet administration, as well as in the traumatic, inhuman Sovietization drives that followed." -- Rapoport (p. 30)
"The abundance of Jewish names in the higher and middle levels of power (in the [Bolshevik] Party and state apparat, in the military, ministry, etc.) is indisputable..." -- Arkady Vaksberg [Translated by Antoninna W. Bouis] in Stalin
Against the Jews (Alfred A. Knopf, 1994, p. 22)
"Anyone who had the misfortune to fall into the hands of Cheka stood a very good chance of finding himself confronted with, and very possibly shot by, a Jewish investigator.'" -- Leonard Schapiro in "The Role of Jews in the
Russian Revolutionary Movement," The Slavonic and East European Review v. 40 (University of London, 1961, p.
165)

The Aryan Alternative
Surely with that history no American jews are allowed anywhere near the FBI...?
More than 500 representatives of federal, state and local law enforcement agencies were briefed on extremist and
terrorist threats during a daylong conference co-sponsored by the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. -- from ADL press release at http://www.adl.org/PresRele/Mise_00/4108_00.asp
So a jewish criminal organization is "partners" with America's internal federal police force, teaching its members that
anyone with white skin and proud of it is an extremist/hater/terrorist?
Yes.
Nothing better 'undermines the existing order' than 'electing a new people' (Bertholt Brecht) by means of immigration policy. Everyone knows that while our troops are off in Iraq, our homeland is open to Mexican invasion. Is there
a jewish connection there? Have jews anything to do with the stream of 'tolerance,' 'diversity,' and 'multiculturalism'
force-fed the public these last few decades?
"The Census Bureau has just reported that about half of the American population will soon be non-white or nonEuropean. And they will all be American citizens. We have tipped beyond the point where a Nazi-Aryan party will be
able to prevail in this country." -- Earl Raab, jewish activist
"American Jews [believe] that Jews are safe only in a society acceptant of a wide range of attitudes and behaviors,
as well as a diversity of religious and ethnic groups. It is this belief, for example, not approval of homosexuality, that
leads an overwhelming majority of U.S. jews to endorse 'gay rights' and to take a liberal stance on most other socalled 'social issues." -- Charles Silberman
...Jews, much more than any other European-derived ethnic group in the United States, have viewed liberal immigration policies as a mechanims of ensuring that the United States would be a pluralistic rather than a unitary,
homogenous society..." -- Kevin Macdonald in Culture of Critique (p. 245)
Hmm... So, jews seek to undermine America, just as they did Russia and Germany...?
Yes.
...not just by cultural decomposition, but by physically displacing and replacing the natives; diluting their power by
opening their borders to the Third World, and shearing their Christianity off at the root?
Precisely.
So all these Mexicans and Filipinos and Nigerians and Chinese we see everywhere today -- these function as a sort
of camouflage for the jews? Like structure for bass in a lake?
Exactly.
But what if the Aryan American majority doesn't want that?
Doesn't matter. They don't control the system. If they speak up, they're labeled 'haters.' Every other group is
allowed to exist, to have interests, to form respected organizations advocating those interests publicly. But not
Whites. When Whites try to defend themselves, they're immediately denounced as "haters."
How long have the jews been using their media control to suppress the facts about race?
"[It] is well-nigh impossible to publish in the American newspapers any reflection upon certain religions or races
which are hysterically sensitive even when mentioned by name. The underlying idea seems to be that if publication
can be suppressed the facts themselves will ultimately disappear. Abroad, conditions are fully as bad, and we have
the authority of one of the most eminent anthropologists in France that the collection of anthropological measurements and data among French recruits at the outbreak of the Great War was prevented by Jewish influence, which
aimed to suppress any suggestion of racial differentiation in France." -- Madison Grant in introduction to 1921 edition of The Passing of the Great Race
My head is spinning. I've never heard Bill O'Reilly or Ann Coulter or Rush Limbaugh or Sean Hannity or anybody on
Fox News say anything like this. Why should I believe you?
You shouldn't. Logic, evidence, and history are the tools of bigotry. Anyone who suggests otherwise is an antiSemite who should be prosecuted as a hate criminal. All the quotations above, taken directly from the mouths of the
jews, are made up out of thin air. We published them because we have nothing better to do with our time and
money than print lies and mess with your head. Happy MLK Day! -- Alex Linder, publisher, The Aryan Alternative
BECAUSE EVERY LAST WORD IS TRUE, and directly relevant to the destruction of your world now taking
place right underneath your nose.
It's all summed up very nicely in this final quotation from recently expired jewish intellectual Susan Sontag:
"The white race is the cancer of human history; it is the white race and it alone - its ideologies and inventions which eradicates autonomous civilizations wherever it spreads, which has upset the ecological balance of the planet, which now threatens the very existence of life itself."
Nobody called Ms Sontag a "hater" for making that statement. She continued to be published and command public
respect as an intellectual for decades, just read the obits appearing in nearly every paper worldwide. Indicating that
her attitude is widely shared by the jews who separate hate from haute.
The jew sees you as a cancer cell, White man. YOUR GENOCIDE is merely his self-preservation. So he moves to
exterminate you. And calls you a "hater" for resisting. Do you dare? Or will you go under without a fight?
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